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Detta diplomarbete har underso¨kt hur byggnadsinformationsmodeller kan
anva¨ndas fo¨r att hantera information i bo¨rjan av byggnadsrenoveringsprojekt.
En byggnadsinformationsmodell (BIM) a¨r en digital framsta¨llning av en byggnads
fysiska och funktionella egenskaper. De fem forskningsfr˚agor som underso¨kts i ar-
betet a¨r: (1) Vilken information beho¨vs i bo¨rjan av renoveringsprojekt? (2) Hur
kan denna information hanteras med hja¨lp av BIM? (3) Hur tillfo¨r anva¨ndningen
av BIM va¨rde fo¨r fastighetsa¨garen i de underso¨kta faserna? (4) Na¨r och hur
skall inventeringsmodeller go¨ras? och (5) Hur ska byggnadsinformationsmodeller
underh˚allas?
I diplomarbetet underso¨ktes informationsbehovet i bo¨rjan av tre renoveringspro-
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och projektspecifikt. Det lo¨nar sig att go¨ra en inventeringsmodell s˚a tidigt som
mo¨jligt efter att behovet av en modell konstaterats. Modeller ska go¨ras fo¨r be-
hoven i den aktuella fasen och fo¨r den aktuella projekto¨ren och inte fo¨r framtida
bruk. En modell av byggnadens struktur borde go¨ras av strukturprojekto¨ren i
projektplaneringsfasen. Fo¨r att hantera och granska information i bo¨rjan av re-
noveringsprojekt kunde en utrymmesmodell, som inneh˚aller enbart utrymmen,
go¨ras av arkitekten i behovsutredningsfasen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information management is a major task for all companies. Information loss
is a big problem in many industries, especially in the construction indus-
try. This is due to the fact that each construction project is unique with
new stakeholders, aims, processes, and standards. One way to improve the
information sharing and reduce the loss of information is through Building
information modeling, BIM. BIM is the process of creating and using digi-
tal models for design, construction and operations of building projects (The
business value of BIM: getting Building Information Modeling to the bottom
line 2009, p.4). This thesis studies how BIM can be used to improve infor-
mation management in the beginning of renovation projects. The thesis is
written for Senate Properties which is a government owned enterprise under
the aegis of the Finnish Ministry of Finance.
1.1 Background and problem statement
It has been shown that the building life cycle is divided into two parts which
are (1) design and construction of a building and (2) facilities management
(FM). These phases of the building life cycle are currently dissociated from
each other in the processes of building management (Vanlande, Nicolle, and
Cruz 2008, p.1). Not only is the construction process detached from the
maintenance process, also the information flow between the phases needs to
be improved. One problem is that the minimum information requirements
in the beginning of a renovation project is not understood very well. It has
been shown that data requirements are not defined clearly. Thus, there is a
need to clarify and understand who should provide the construction project
data for creating an inventory model, and when (Becerik-Gerber et al. 2012,
p.8).
1
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A problem that still remains unsolved is: who should maintain a building
model between projects and how should the costs be distributed between
departments of a FM company (Azhar, Khalfan, and Maqsood 2012, p.12).
The use of BIM thus needs to become more standardized and guidelines have
to be set up for implementation of BIM in all phases (Azhar, Khalfan, and
Maqsood 2012, p.12).
The possible use of models in condition surveys have also been found as
a topic needed to be researched (Haavisto 2013, p.71).
1.2 Aim, objectives, and research questions
The aim of this thesis is to assess alternatives for using building information
models to manage initial information in major building renovation projects.
The main objectives of the thesis are: (1) to find the useful minimum in-
formation required in the early phases of major building renovation projects,
(2) to evaluate how BIM can be utilized by asset managers to ensure that
the initial information for a renovation project is correct and up to date,
and (3) how BIM can be effectively utilized to improve the management of
information for renovations projects at Senate Properties.
The goal is to transfer the minimum amount of information to each phase
of the project but still include all relevant information, also called the useful
minimum principle(Hietanen and Lehtinen 2006, p.1).
The research questions that are to be answered in this thesis are:
1. What information is needed in the early phases of a renovation project?
2. How can this information be managed with BIMs?
3. How is value added to the facility owner through the use of BIM in
these stages?
4. When and how should inventory models be created?
5. How should building information models be maintained?
1.3 Methodology
The research is based on literature, semi-structured interviews, and documen-
tations of projects at Senate Properties. In total 21 semi-structured inter-
views have been conducted with people from (1) three renovation projects at
Senate Properties, (2) members of the Workplace and Facility Solutions team
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at Senate Properties, and (3) BIM-experts associated with Senate Properties.
A workshop was conducted to validate the findings.
1.4 Boundaries
This thesis focuses on the strategic decisions about the information require-
ments and management for renovation projects. Hence, the thesis will not
go through detailed building information needed at the operational level.
The optimal content of an as-built model will not be research, but only the
information requirements for a renovation project are investigated. Neither
will the focus be on annual or other smaller renovations but only on major
renovations. The thesis is also case specific, focusing on one facility owner
and their organizational processes.
1.5 Prior research and related projects
This thesis is a part of the Model Nova work package in the development
program Built Environment Process Re-Engineering (PRE) lead by RYM Oy.
The purpose of Model Nova is to research how BIM can add value to both the
client’s and the other stakeholders’ decision making processes. Model Nova
also includes development of work processes and information systems. The
target of the PRE program is to develop business and management models
using BIM, based on sustainable development.
A research project called ELVYKOR (Elvytta¨va¨ Korjausrakentaminen,
eng. Revitalizing Renovation), which ended in 2013, had the objective to
clarify the usefulness of COBIM (the Finnish common BIM requirements)
in renovation projects. Results from the research have been considered in
this thesis (Valtonen 2013). A report about the maintenance of a buildings
technical information written at Senate Properties and further presented and
reviewed in section 3.1 serves as a basis for this thesis (Alatalo 2009).
1.6 Structure of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains
a brief review of literature related to the subject. Chapter 3 presents the
structure and the processes of Senate Properties, followed by a presentation
of the research methodology in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 are the three cases
presented in more detail and the gathered information is laid out. The in-
formation is then analyzed in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 are the results of the
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analysis discussed and the recommendations for Senate Properties presented.
In Chapter 8 are the conclusions of the thesis summarized. The structure of
the thesis is shown in Figure 1.1.
linestyle=none](2.3,3.13)(11.92,12)
8 Conclusion
3 Senate 
Properties
1 Introduction
2 Literature 
review
4 Methodology
5 Data collection
6 Analysis
7 Discussion
Figure 1.1: Thesis structure.
Chapter 2
Building Information Modeling
(BIM)
This chapter presents an overview of BIM-literature related to the thesis
topic. The definition of BIM is concluded and possibilities of BIM for different
uses are presented.
2.1 The definition of BIM
BIM is an acronym for Building Information Model or Building Information
Modeling. It is thus possible to look at BIM from several points of view
(Aranda-Mena et al. 2009, p.2). BIM can be seen as a software application
(“M” in BIM stands for “Model”) (Volk, Stengel, and Schultmann 2014,
p.111). BIM can also be seen as a process for designing and documenting
building information (“M” in BIM stands for “Modeling”) in addition to
being a software application (Azhar 2011, p.242). A third way to look at
BIM is to see it as a whole new approach to the whole building life cycle
requiring the implementation of new policies and contracts (Azhar, Khalfan,
and Maqsood 2012, p.1; Eastman et al. 2011, p.13).
BIM as a model is defined by the National Institute of Building Sciences
in the following way:
A BIM is a digital representation of physical and functional char-
acteristics of a facility. As such it serves as a shared knowledge
resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis
for decisions during its life cycle from inception onward. A ba-
sic premise of BIM is collaboration by different stakeholders at
different phases of the life cycle of a facility to insert, extract,
5
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update, or modify information in the BIM to support and re-
flect the roles of that stakeholder. (National building information
modeling standard: version 1-part 1 2007, p.21.)
A building information model (BIM) is characterized by four features:
(1) building components represented by objects with attributes and rules
specifying what they are, i.e. a window is a window and can only be attached
to a wall; (2) consistent and non-redundant data meaning that changes made
in one view leads to changes is all other views as well; (3) components include
data that describe how they behave for use in analyses and work processes;
and (4) coordinated data so that all views will be represented in a coordinated
way (Wijayakumar and Jayasena 2013, p.4). Figure 2.1 shows the difference
between how a human and a computer perceive an object made in different
CAD applications. Of these only the last one is a BIM.
linestyle=none](3.65,2.3)(12.57,11.52)
Method Human 
interpretation
Computer 
interpretation
Drawing
(Scanned) Door Pixels
Drawing
Information 
model
Door Lines / Arcs
Geometry
Information
Model
Door Surfaces / Elements
Building 
Information
Model
Door Door
Figure 2.1: The difference between a human and a computer interpreting
data (translated from Hietanen 2005, p.30).
In a similar way it is logically possible to proceed with models and check,
which are BIMs and which are not, for example, the following list by Eastman
et al. (2011): (1) models that contain 3D data only and no object attributes;
(2) models with no support of behavior; (3) models that are composed of
multiple 2D CAD reference files that must be combined to define the building;
and (4) models that allow changes to dimensions in one view that are not
automatically reflected in other views (Eastman et al. 2011, p.35).
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A model can be used for many purposes such as visualization for a client
or for making shop drawings for fabrication, which can automatically be
generated from the model. It can also be used for cost estimation, which is the
process of integrating the object attributes from the 3D-model of the designer
with the cost information from a database of the estimator (Tiwari et al. 2009,
p.1). Models can further be used for construction sequencing by managing
material ordering and delivery schedules, clash detection between designs of
different disciplines, energy and other analyzes and simulations, and facilities
management including space planning and maintenance operations (Azhar
2011, p.242-243). Figure 2.2 shows the different models used during the
construction project and the building life cycle.
Figure 2.2: The use of BIM in different phases (modified from Penttila¨,
Nissinen, and Niemioja 2006, p.28).
When a model is created a model description document should be written.
The document describes the content, the purpose, and the level of detail of
the model. The document is published parallel to the model and has to be
updated when any changes are made to the model. (Henttinen 2012, p.10.)
Information to be managed with BIMs can be stripped down to the useful
minimum as shown in Figure 2.3. The useful minimum principle means that
only the core and most important information should be transferred between
phases or applications. The boundary conditions are (1) what information
is needed, (2) what information is created, and (3) what information is sup-
ported by the applications and transferable. The information can further be
scaled down by asking what must be available, what should be available, and
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what information would be nice to have. (Hietanen and Lehtinen 2006, p.3.)
The useful minimum 
3/4 
application. For architecture spaces are of great importance, but are simple 
loads for structural design applications. There is nothing wrong with this. 
Naturally only data entered by someone is available to other processes. How-
ever, only part of the data entered is useful to any single one of these other 
processes. For example the 3D geometry of spaces entered by an architect is 
crucial for energy analysis but for a structural engineer the 2D footprint and 
space type are more interesting. 
Data created in a 
process
Internal data model 
of sending
application
Data needed in a 
process
Internal data model 
of receiving
application
Maximum scope of meaningful
data exchange
Must have
Should have
Nice to have  
The starting point is the data needed in a process, because it does not make 
sense to exchange data that is not needed. Secondly, only if another process 
creates such data is there need for data exchange. At this point the data ex-
change is already narrowed down from ‘data needed’ to the subset of ‘data 
needed’ which is created in another process, i.e. ‘data needed and created’ 
‘Data needed and created’ is further constrained by the internal data models 
of both the sending and receiving application. For example a building specifi-
cation may be both needed and created, but not captured within the internal 
data model of design applications. The limitations can also be minor; there 
may for example be no place to store the address of a site in the applications, 
in which case the site address cannot be exchanged between the applica-
tions. 
Taking the internal data models into account results in the subset ‘data 
needed, created and supported’. If this subset is still too large it is possible to 
apply the standard ‘must have, should have, nice to have’ classification to 
reach a useful minimum. The criterion for a useful minimum was discussed 
earlier; using IFCs has to be the best available solution for exchanging the 
specified data. 
Expanding from a useful minimum 
Once a useful minimum has been specified, implemented in software and 
taken into use, it should drive market demand for a better solution. At this 
point it is important to identify how the solution should be improved, i.e. which 
of the following factors is the root cause of the shortcoming. 
• End user process ? re-engineer the process. 
• Internal data models ? expand the scope of software or create new 
type of software 
Figure 2.3: The useful minimum principle (Hietanen and Lehtinen 2006, p.3).
2.2 BIM for facilities management
The use of BIM can be highly benefici l for facility anagers. The infor-
mation from a construction project stored in a BIM-database could be used
by facility managers in many ways, such as quality control and assurance,
marketing visualization, energy management, maintenance and repair, com-
ponent localization, and space management. For this to be technically pos-
sible, the building information needs to be integrated or compatible with
the FM information syste s (Becerik-Gerber et al. 2012, p.1). Currently the
required data is fragmented between systems, or the data is transferred man-
ually from system to system after the building hand-over (Becerik-Gerber et
al. 2012, p.1). Facility management systems have been on the market for
a long time and they are widely used. Either BIM should prove itself more
beneficial for FM than these systems, or BIM has to become compatible with
the existing systems (Arayici, Onyenobi, and Egbu 2012, p.6).
The demand to use BIM in a project has to come from the owner (The
business value of BIM: getting Building Information Modeling to the bottom
line 2009, p.5). Thus, the benefits of BIM for the owner has to be shown.
One benefit of BIM in projects is that information is better saved and not
continually lost between phases as in usual construction projects, seen in
Figure 2.4. This is a result of improved cooperation between stakeholders
which is one of the goals of BIM (Schlueter and Thesseling 2009, p.2).
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BIM should be seen as an asset for facility managers. To maintain the
value of the model, the model should be continually updated and maintained
(Becerik-Gerber et al. 2012, p10).
4.1 Introduction: Why Owners Should Care About BIM 153
sales forecasts, and operations. These tools support a collaborative rather than 
fragmented approach to project procurement. This collaboration builds trust 
and common goals that serve the owner rather than competitive relationships 
where each team member strives to maximize their individual goals. In con-
trast, with drawing-based processes, analyses must be done independently of 
the building design information, often requiring duplicate, tedious, and error-
prone data entry. The result is loss of value in information assets across phases, 
many more opportunities for errors and omissions, and increased effort to pro-
duce accurate project information, as the conceptual diagram in Figure 4–1 
shows. Consequently, such analyses can be out of sync with design information 
and lead to errors. With BIM-based processes, the owner can potentially realize 
a greater return on his or her investment as a result of the improved integrated 
design process, which increases the value of project information in each phase 
and allows greater effi ciency for the project team. Simultaneously, owners can 
reap dividends in project quality, cost, and future operation of the facility.
The new Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) approach to procuring con-
struction projects (introduced in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.4) aims to achieve 
close collaboration among all members of a project team. BIM has proved to 
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(A) Traditional single-stage drawing-based deliverables, (B) traditional facility manage-
ment database system, (C) BIM-based deliverables throughout the project delivery and op-
eration process, (D) setup of facility anagement ( M) dat base, (E) integration of FM
with back-office systems, (F) use of “as-built” drawings for retrofit, and (G) update of FM
database.
Figure 2.4: Information created and lost throughout a project (Eastman et
al. 2011, p.153).
The model can improve the building value in many ways but it is difficult
to measure the added value. Bakis, Kagioglou, and Aouad (2006) list the
following reasons why it is so difficult to measure the benefits of information
systems:
• they do not directly lead to identifiable performance improvements,
• they can lead to major organizational changes which can be seen as the
real source of improvement,
• the benefits of information systems evolve over time,
• different objectives of different stakeholders,
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• change resistance leading to lower ratings of system,
• misuse of systems leading to lost benefits, and
• difficult to separate the benefit of one system from linked systems
(Bakis, Kagioglou, and Aouad 2006, p.2-5).
In a study made by McGraw Hill (2009) 70% of owners report positive
ROI from BIM. In the study the participants suggested that lower project
costs and better project outcomes are reasons to use BIM. (The business
value of BIM: getting Building Information Modeling to the bottom line 2009,
p.7.) The following benefits of BIM can be found for Facility managers: (1)
early design assessment to ensure project requirements are met; (2) opera-
tions simulation to evaluate building performance and maintainability; (3)
more reliable cost estimates and reduced number of change orders leading
to lower financial risk; (4) better marketing of project through walk-though
animations and 3D-renderings; and (5) better management of building in-
formation (Eastman et al. 2011; Reddy 2011; Azhar, Khalfan, and Maqsood
2012, p.7). The use of BIM for managing maintenance history and the bene-
fits of models in public-private-partnership-projects (PPP-projects) have also
been researched (Buddas 2011, Ma¨la¨ska¨ 2011).
In a report about BIM for managing the Sydney Opera House (2007)
the following BIM functions are stated to be beneficial for facilities manage-
ment processes: (1) finding the responsible person when an element fails;
(2) data mining for finding objects with different properties; (3) managing
maintenance history; (4) locate building parts; (5) query vacated space; and
(6) simulate and visualize the effect of taking a service out of commission.
(Adopting BIM for facilities management: Solutions for managing the Sydney
Opera House 2007, p.10.) In the report it is suggested that the IFC-format
should be used in models for FM while it is a standardized and open format
making the data more future-proof (Adopting BIM for facilities management:
Solutions for managing the Sydney Opera House 2007, p.18).
In the COBIM part 12, which focuses on facilities management, model
maintenance is considered as well. Guidelines for the model maintenance
should be made for each property describing responsibilities, procedures, and
tasks (Jokela, Laine, and Ha¨nninen 2012, p.17). The process for updating
BIMs can be seen in Figure 2.5.
The model updates can be divided into two groups: (1) project updates
and (2) periodic updates. A project update occurs when a building is reno-
vated. The existing model should then either be updated before the project
in the process of creating an inventory model or after the project based on an
as-built model. If a small change is made to the building is it not necessary
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final outcome is improved customer satisfaction.  
Supporting open data transfer is in the property owner’s interest in many respects. 
Up-to-date and comprehensive information supports property management processes 
and planning of repair construction. Compared to proprietary systems, the variety of 
available applications and suppliers is wider, and more potential areas for BIM 
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3.3 Objectives for information management in property management 
Information technology investments are assessed naturally taking into consideration 
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Figure 2.5: BIM management process during the building life cycle (Jokela,
Laine, and Ha¨nninen 2012, p.7).
to immediately make the changes in the model. Instead should periodical
updates be made to make sure the model is up-to-date and to avoid interop-
erability problems. The need for a periodic update should be assessed every
three years (Jokela, Laine, and Ha¨nninen 2012, p.17). Even though a small
change in the building is not directly moved to the model it is highly impor-
tant to make a change report. The report is needed when the changes are
to be made to the model in the periodic update. When models are updated
quality assurance is highly important. Quality assurance of BIM is discussed
in COBIM part 6 (Kulusja¨rvi 2012).
2.3 BIM standards
For information exchange between proprietary BIM software with different
data formats, a standard data format called the Industry Foundation Class
(IFC) has been developed. The standard has been developed to improve the
communication, cost savings, productivity, and quality of data throughout
the building life cycle (BIM standards 2014a). IFC includes object specifica-
tions making the attributes of the model objects transferable between BIM
applications (Vanlande, Nicolle, and Cruz 2008, p.1). The development of
IFC started in the 1990’s. The latest version is IFC4, but the commonly
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used version is still IFC 2x3 (BIM standards 2014b).
Another important development for information exchange is the IFC
Model View Definition (MVD) (BIM standards 2014a). MVD defines a sub-
set of the IFC schema which is needed to meet the exchange requirements.
Existing MVDs are Coordination View Version used for clash checking of
models in the design phase, Structural Analysis View, and Basic FM Han-
dOver View used for transferring information to the building maintenance
phase.
For collecting and transferring the needed information for the building
maintenance phase the Construction - Operation Building Information Ex-
change (COBie) standard has been developed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (COBie standard 2014). The idea of COBie is to gather the data
as it is created throughout the construction project instead of searching for
it prior to handover. Designers provide the information they have, the con-
tractors provide theirs, and the component manufacturers provide data about
their components and enter it into a model. In a global first, UK government
has set up a goal to require information corresponding to the COBie-standard
in all governmental construction projects by 2016.
The Finnish Common BIM Requirements 2012 (COBIM) are a series of
14 parts covering the whole life cycle of a building (Henttinen 2012). COBIM
is a standard that sets the minimum requirements for modeling and the infor-
mation content of models. COBIM is intended to be used in all construction
projects where models are used. In addition to this standard, project specific
modeling requirements should be included in the project contract.
2.4 Renovation projects and BIM
BIM can also be used in renovation projects. This section briefly discusses
the processes and challenges in renovation projects, and the solutions using
BIM are presented.
2.4.1 Renovation projects
A renovation project involves the same phases as the construction of a new
building. The process starts with an evaluation of the need for a renovation.
The need evaluation is followed by the conceptual design phase, where the
initial data is gathered, the need for condition surveys is concluded, and
alternative renovation possibilities are evaluated. (Paloma¨ki, Olenius, and
Nissinen 2010, p.14.) In this phase a project plan is written and the scope
and the budget for the project is set.
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The next phase is the design phase. One of the key characteristics of a
renovation project is that the designs will be specified throughout the project
when more information is available. Thus, the meetings at the work site and
the design changes made there are highly important. (Paloma¨ki, Olenius,
and Nissinen 2010, p.15.) After the design phase the construction work is
planned and started.
The reason for renovating a building is that it does not meet the user’s
needs. This can depend on the aging of the building, or faults done in the
design, construction, or use of the building. The aging of the building is
not directly related to the age of the building but rather on the usage and
the user’s needs. The aging can be divided into the following categories: (1)
technical aging, (2) functional aging, (3) economical aging, and (4) locational
aging. The faults can similarly be divided into the categories (1) functional-
ity faults, (2) experience faults, and (3) technical functionality faults. (Mur-
tomaa 1996, p.372.) To make the decision about what is to be done in the
renovation, information about the building is needed. If enough information
is not available the decisions made in uncertain conditions may lead to added
risks in the project. (Murtomaa 1996, p.372.)
Renovation projects usually face other challenges than new construction
projects. Among these are: (1) physical constraints due to current building
condition, e.g. limited space or capacity limitation of systems; (2) limited
work area; and (3) uncertainty about current building condition (Mitropou-
los and Howell 2002, p.179). To reduce the impact of these problems the
potential threats should be discovered as early as possible. Thus, the current
condition of the building has to be known in the beginning of the design
phase. Other risks in the project have to be assessed as well, such as budget
and schedule constraints. The project team members should be chosen as
early as possible. A team should be chosen so that they can together evalu-
ate the designs. It should be done as early in the project as possible because
the possibility to make changes are bigger in the beginning of the project.
(Mitropoulos and Howell 2002,p.184.)
In the Finnish construction industry the following problems have been
found:
• lack of decision-making process,
• lack of time for planning,
• difficulty in updating construction regulations,
• users do not known what they need,
• lack of trust,
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• lack of risk assessment,
• resistance to use of IT, and
• lack of change management (Naaranoja and Uden 2007, p.858).
Trust between the project stakeholders, LEAN-processes, and knowledge
management, would reduce these problems and improve the profitability of
renovation projects (Naaranoja and Uden 2007, p.858). LEAN-processes
mean reducing the share of non value-adding activities and focusing on con-
trolling the complete process (Koskela 1992). The LEAN-principle was first
developed for manufacturing but has been concluded to potentially have a
great impact on the construction industry as well (Alarco´n 1997).
Even though renovation projects might require more effort than construct-
ing new buildings renovations are preferable over demolition and new build.
One reason is that a renovation is in almost all cases both cheaper and less
damaging to the local environment. Another reasons is that renovation is
usually far quicker than demolition and replacement, making it less disrup-
tive to residents. (Power 2008, p.9.) Also from a sustainable perspective,
renovation and life cycle extension of an existing building appears more fa-
vorable than demolition followed by a new construction (Thomsen and Flier
2009, p.10).
2.4.2 BIM in renovation projects
The use of BIM in renovation projects have been found beneficial in many
cases, but the usefulness of a model is still to be evaluated case specifically.
Models are especially beneficial when designing new structures, but models
are also useful when designing MEP-systems, even though new structures
would not be designed (Haavisto 2013, p.66).
In renovation projects inventory models are used. An inventory model is
defined as “all historic, survey, measurement etc. data, information [and even
knowledge] about an existing building in an accessible and usable format”
(Penttila¨, Rajala, and Freese 2007, p.6). The inventory modeling require-
ments has to be clear and sufficient so that the model matches the needs of
all designers (Haavisto 2013, p.69). Requirements for how inventory models
should be made are discussed in the second part of the Common BIM re-
quirements (Rajala 2012). Another name for an inventory model is initial
model.
A prerequisite for modeling the old structures without measuring the
whole building, is that the old designs have to be available and be accurate
enough. It is extremely difficult to model if the structures of the building
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are not known, as can be the case with old buildings. This means that if a
building is to be modeled the initial information has to be well researched.
When an inventory model is used for structural design the accuracy of joints
between old and new structures are to be evaluated, especially when it comes
to steel structures which requires a high level of accuracy. A way to solve
this problem is to make additional measurements. The prerequisite for this is
that it has to be well established and documented how accurate the inventory
model is and how well the structural locations are known. If the building
structure is not accurate enough in the inventory model the structures should
be modeled again by the structural designer. (Haavisto 2013, p.67,70.) Also
the roles and responsibilities for creating inventory models has to be clarified.
It is important to be precise about who is responsible for inaccuracies and who
controls the entry data of the model. (Azhar 2011, p.250.) Disagreements
can emerge over copyright issues if the ownership rights and responsibilities
are not set forth in the contract documents (Azhar 2011, p.250).
For MEP-design in renovation projects it is important to have a model
of the old structures. The structures are to be shown well enough in the
inventory model and it has to be clear how hidden structures are modeled.
The inventory model and the initial information for a renovation project
always contain elements of uncertainty. Therefore, the model description
document must present which parts of the building are accurately modeled,
and which parts are not measured or modeled accurately but only assumed.
This is important so that the accuracy of the model can be improved after
structures have been opened. The accuracy of the inventory model sets the
accuracy of the whole project designs. In the model description document
the modeling level of accuracy should always be documented. (Haavisto
2013, p.68-69.) In a renovation project where BIM is used the design begins
earlier than in traditional renovation projects, and more resources should
be assigned to the design in early project phases. For the project owner to
get BIM-based evaluations and analyzes to support the project decisions, the
design should start before project launching decisions. (Penttila¨, Rajala, and
Freese 2007, p.6.)
BIM can have a great impact on the decision-making process in renovation
projects. An inventory model can improve data management, project plan-
ning, support decision-making, and increase the profitability of the project
(Brilakis et al. 2010, p8). BIM also largely affects the sustainability of the
renovated building. A model can be used to execute energy simulations in
the early stages of the project. This is important because the most important
and effective decisions concerning building sustainability are made in the pre-
construction and early project phases (Schlueter and Thesseling 2009, p.1;
Azhar, Brown, and Farooqui 2009, p.1).
Chapter 3
Senate Properties
The thesis is written for Senate Properties which is a government owned
enterprise under the aegis of the Finnish Ministry of Finance. Senate Prop-
erties acts as the government’s expert on the working environment and work-
ing premises. Its services are mainly provided to government bodies. Senate
has about 250 employees, a 620 me revenue and administers approximately
10,800 buildings with a leased floor area of about 6.5 million m2.
Senate Properties has a matrix organization divided into business areas
and regions as can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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The four regions “North Finland”, “South Finland”, “East Finland”, and
“West Finland” cover the whole country. The business areas are divided into
“Defense and Security”, “Ministries and Special Premises”, “Offices”, and
“Development Premises”. The strategic responsibility lies with the business
areas while the operational responsibility lies with the regions.
3.1 Information needs in the processes at Sen-
ate Properties
The work at Senate Properties is divided into the processes “Leasing”, “Prop-
erty Management”, “Workplace and Facility Solutions”, and “Investment
Management”. In addition to these four processes there are several support-
ing processes as can be seen in Figure 3.2.
In a report about managing information at Senate Properties, the infor-
mation needs in the different processes at Senate Properties are described as
shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Information needs in the processes at Senate Properties (modified
from Alatalo 2009, p.16).
In the Workplace and Facility Solutions process as well as in the Leasing
process up-to-date space information is needed. In the Investment Manage-
ment process, information about all previous construction and renovation
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projects is needed. In the Property Management process, information about
building maintenance and technical systems is needed (Alatalo 2009, p.16).
In the report the requirements are set for keeping the technical build-
ing information up-to-date. Well documented projects and a comprehensive
hand-over of change information after construction projects is a prerequi-
site for having up-to-date information. In the beginning of a renovation
project not all the information is available. The existing information should
be correct and it is important to be able to cope with incomplete initial in-
formation. The technical information about building systems goes only back
to the latest renovation but the structural designs of the building are from
the construction of the building. The process of updating the building in-
formation separately from a renovation project should prove itself beneficial
by saving time through centralized processes and a faster start on renovation
projects. (Alatalo 2009, p.12-14.)
Alatalo (2009) also presents the benefits of up-to-date information. The
benefits presented in the report are: (1) savings in personnel cost due to time
savings, (2) higher leasing incomes due to shorter construction projects, (3)
lower risk-premiums in the tendering due to more exact initial information,
(4) savings in the facility maintenance, (5) higher prices when selling build-
ings due to lower risk for the buyer, and (6) effect on the image of Senate
Properties as a technological forerunner (Alatalo 2009, p.19).
3.2 The beginning of a renovation project at
Senate Properties
The beginning of the process leading to a renovation project at Senate Prop-
erties can be seen in Figure 3.3. The process starts with the Workplace and
Facility Solutions process and an evaluation of the client’s needs. This can
be done through a workplace development program where the client’s needs
and wishes are discussed and compared to potential facilities. Participants
in the process are the regional Workplace and Facility Solutions and Leasing
team and a business area specific Account Manager.
The Investment Management process starts only after a plan has been
developed and the preferable alternative has been chosen. A project man-
ager at Senate Properties is chosen for the project. The project manager
leads the conceptual design phase where initial information is gathered and
condition surveys are made. Based on the requirements from the client and
the technical information gathered the investment management team makes
a cost estimate, and a project plan is created. If the plan seems to be feasible
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Figure 3.3: The beginning of the investment process at Senate Properties.
and the cost estimate is reasonable a new leasing contract is signed with the
client. Based on the existing information an investment decision is then made
by the management at Senate Properties. After the investment decision an
external construction consultant is hired to manage the construction project.
The designers are chosen in this phase as well and the design phase begins.
After the design phase a construction decision is made and a contractor is
chosen to construct the building.
3.3 Senate information systems
The information systems at Senate Properties and the links between them
are mapped in Figure 3.4. Project information is stored in a project database
called ProjekTila. Basic information about a new project comes to Projek-
Tila from a system called HTK where the data is entered manually. In case of
a smaller renovation this basic information comes instead from the facilities
management system Granlund Manager.
Optimaze is a system used for managing information about the spaces,
the area plans, and the utilization rate. The actual facility costs and the
personnel costs come to Optimaze from the client. Granlund Manager pro-
vides energy information which is allocated to the building area according to
the space use. Koki is a system used for managing leasing contracts. From
Koki the leasing contracts are imported to Optimaze and linked to the right
spaces. The leasing contracts and the floor plans are basic space information
existing for most of the facilities managed by Senate Properties. Leasing
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Figure 3.4: Information systems and information flows at Senate Properties.
contracts are made based on the areas in Optimaze. The leased areas are
entered into Koki when a new leasing contract is signed. The different areas,
including the gross area, can be seen in both Optimaze and Koki. The floor
plans used in Optimaze are made based on the architectural floor plans and
updated during renovation projects. After a finished construction project the
information about the spaces is manually exported from ProjekTila to Opti-
maze. From the floor plan own objects are created and space bordering lines
are drawn. From Optimaze reports about the building use can be extracted,
e.g. utilization rate and energy use. From Optimaze space information is
automatically exported to Granlund Manager.
3.4 BIM at Senate Properties
BIM is used in all major construction projects at Senate Properties. Since
2000 several BIM-development projects have been conducted.
A development-project currently under progress is a pilot-project called
SOME where a maintenance model is being developed in cooperation with
VTT. The information requirements of a maintenance model are known but
a model has not been developed yet. This pilot project is not focusing on
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the technical building maintenance, but instead on creating a virtual facility
and a condition model to visualize the real-time energy use and thus improve
user satisfaction. The facility user can also give space specific feedback to
the facility manager and make service requests through the 3D-model. The
condition model is made from existing drawings without verification mea-
surements while exact measurements are not needed for visualization. The
main point in this case is that the building is recognizable. In the model
the current condition of the space properties are shown through the use of
sensors giving the users space specific real-time energy use information.
Chapter 4
Methodology
The objective of the thesis is to find out how BIM can be utilized by asset
managers to ensure that the initial information for a renovation project is
correct and up to date and through this improve the management of informa-
tion at Senate Properties. The two cornerstones of the thesis are literature on
related topics and processes and projects at Senate Properties. The method-
ology can be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Thesis methodology.
The literature used in this thesis is mainly articles found in the database
Science Direct. The search for useful literature has been done mainly through
Google Scholar using a combination of the search words BIM, Building Infor-
22
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mation Modeling, buildings, life cycle management, renovation, investment
process, and information needs. Literature has also been found through
recommendation by the thesis advisors and doctoral students at Aalto Uni-
versity. A third source of literature was the list of references in the articles
found.
The research on Senate Properties’ investment process has been done
through case studies while it is the best investigation method for the benefits
of IT-systems (Bakis, Kagioglou, and Aouad 2006, p.281). The information
about the cases have been found from Senate Properties project database
and through semi-structured interviews with people involved in the projects.
Information about the Senate Properties’ Workplace and Facility Solu-
tions process has been found through semi-structured interviews and from
different information systems at Senate Properties.
Senate Properties’ information management and building information
modeling have been researched through reports, documentation, and semi-
structured interviews with experts.
4.1 Choice of cases
The cases were chosen from a list of projects that have taken place during
the past few years based on the following criteria:
• office building in the Helsinki region,
• major renovation project, and
• broad use of BIM in several disciplines.
Case 1 was chosen because it was a pilot project for the use of BIM
at Senate Properties. Case 2 is a project finished only a year prior to the
beginning of this thesis and case 3 is an ongoing project which is in the
construction phase when the work with the thesis began.
The information needs in case 1 have been collected from three interviews
and the case project program. A project plan were never done for this project.
The information needs in case 2 and case 3 have been collected from three
interviews each and the cases’ project plans.
4.2 Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted to find the information require-
ments in the early phases of renovation projects. The interviews were semi-
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structured because this method include the benefits of an unstructured inter-
view leaving room for supplementary questions while still being structured
enough for the results to be comparable (Bryman 2012).
The interviewees have been chosen together with the advisor from Senate
Properties and based on suggestions from interviewees. The aim was to find
people with different information needs in the renovation process. The aim of
the interview questions was to find the answer to which information is needed
by each interviewee and if that information could be managed with BIM.
The interview questions template can be seen in Appendix B. All questions
were not asked from all interviewees due to their different tasks and varying
knowledge about BIM.
The 21 interviews including one group interview were conducted from Oc-
tober 2013 to January 2014. Nine persons were interviewed about the three
cases. These are the architect, the project manager, and the construction
consultant in each of the projects. Five people from the workplace develop-
ment process were interviewed about their information needs. Six interviews
and one group interview were conducted with experts on BIM and informa-
tion systems about how BIM could be used to manage certain information
and linking BIMs to information systems used at Senate Properties. A list
of the interviews conducted can be seen in Appendix A.
BIM was mentioned prior to the interviews even though it has been found
that resistance against change can affect the answer of interviewees making
them unwilling to give all the needed information (Larsson and Nae 2011).
4.3 Data analysis
Notes from the interviews formed the basis for the data analysis. The col-
lected data about information needs was entered into a spreadsheet-based
matrix with the axes interviewee and information needs. The case data was
compared between cases so that case specific information could be removed
and the information generalized. The data was further compared between
tasks to evaluate if clear task dependence existed in the answers.
The data from the case interviews was then compared to the data from
the Workplace and Facility Solutions phase to see what information is needed
throughout the process and what information is needed only in one of the
phases. The data was then summarized in one table including all renova-
tion project information requirements. The information needs were further
divided into static and non-static information depending on the needed fre-
quency of updates. Static information is defined as information that change
seldom or can be seen as one time events. Non-static information on the
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other hand change often or even continuously.
The data about BIM possibilities was similarly mapped in a matrix with
the axes interviewee and topic. The answers were compared across interview
groups and reasons for disagreements were evaluated. The static information
needs were then compared to the perceived optimal inventory model content.
The structure of the analysis can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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4.4 Validation workshop
A workshop was conducted in March to validate the findings. 10 experts
were invited to the workshop and 8 attended. The invited persons where
chosen among the interviewees based on their knowledge about BIM. A list
of people attending can be seen in Appendix C. The workshop was video
recorded for future research purposes.
Chapter 5
Data collection
5.1 Case 1
5.1.1 Presentation of the case
The project planning phase of case 1 began in 2005. The construction phase
began in August 2007 and the renovation was completed on schedule in De-
cember 2008. The gross area of the building is 23 000 m2 and the volume
is 73 000 m3. The project was first intended to be a surface refurbishment
project which led to an investment decision of 6 me. When the tenants
started looking for new facilities the project changed through fast decisions
in the project planning phase into a renovation project with a budget of
31 me and a new investment decision in March 2007. The final costs were
38 me. The biggest single reasons for the higher costs were the users’ change
orders, additional procurement, modifications of the curtain wall, and greater
changes to the building foundation than expected.
A major reason for the renovation was that the building had been voted
the ugliest governmental building in Helsinki for years in a row, thus needing
an image makeover. Other main reasons were: (1) the tenants’ changed
space requirements, and (2) a need to renew the buildings MEP-systems.
The fac¸ade and the foundation were refurbished and the entrance was moved.
All information was not available at hand when the investment decision was
taken which led to the expansion of the project. The used project delivery
system was Construction Management.
BIM was used in the project from the beginning of the design phase
by all designers. This project was a pilot project for the use of BIM at
Senate Properties. The idea was to make models which could be used in the
maintenance phase. This has not been done due to incompatibility with the
current maintenance systems. An architectural inventory model was created
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through laser scanning of the building in the beginning of the design phase.
A structural inventory model was done based on two laser scans, the first
one after removal of the light structures and the second one after removal
of the MEP-systems in the ceiling. Thermal imaging was used to model
the heat loss through the building envelope. Models were especially used for
fitting of MEP-systems, checking of shafts, and planning of installation order.
The models were also used for clash detection between the architectural, the
structural, and the MEP-models.
5.1.2 Initial information needed in the project
“You have to know the past to understand the present” is a quote by astro-
physicist Dr Carl Sagan which applies to buildings as well as the universe.
The case construction consultant (CC1) emphasizes that information about
the building history is needed when initiating a renovation project. The
project manager (PM1) agrees with this and adds that this applies to both
the usage history and the information about how the building was built, i.e.
the original designs. From the previous designs the building’s gross area and
the leased area are to be calculated so that the scope of the project can be
understood (Ristolainen 2005).
Information about what has happened in the building during the last
15 years is especially important to know (PM1). This could be renovations
or changes, both smaller ones initiated by the client and bigger renovations
made by the owner (CC1). PM1 also mentions that what is needed is not
only information about what has been done and when it has been done but it
is also important to know why the changes and renovations have been done.
If, for example a wall has been built, it has to be clear if it was done to
improve the stability of the building or simply because the client wanted a
space reconfiguration. The designs and the building history are needed to be
able to understand how to replace or repair parts (PM1).
In this case, history about the site was also noticed to be of great im-
portance. During the second world war there was a factory on this site
which spoiled the soil. When a survey on harmful materials was conducted
in the beginning of the design phase of this project, it was realized that great
amounts of soil had to be replaced. Also other harmful materials, such as as-
bestos, were found in the building. There is also often little knowledge about
drainage systems and the building foundations generally while these can not
be seen. In this case the drainage systems were originally designed but when
surveyed it was found out that no drainage systems existed (PM1). General
surveys of this kind would rather be done beforehand (PM1). Also surveys
on indoor climate and moisture damages are needed to be provided with the
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initial information (PM1). CC1 adds that this also applies to documented
problems that have been detected throughout the years, such as indoor air
quality levels and moisture damages.
The project architect (AR1) mentions that in addition to the location
of the building parts the designs are also needed for knowledge about the
content of the building parts. Surveys also have to be made beforehand to
check the content. In this case it was found out that the general insulation
thickness was only 7cm in the external walls. PM1 adds that a window
renovation done a few years earlier for improving energy efficiency could have
been avoided had this information existed while it was not the most effective
way to reduce the energy usage. Also the insulation of the foundation walls
were inadequate and had to be replaced. When the structure of the building
envelope was further analyzed it was found out that the two concrete layers
which form a sandwich element were cast together in places and the outer
layer had to be spiked away (CC1). Exact measures of the building structure
is also needed for designing technical systems. For example shaft width and
story heights are needed for evaluation of the free space for technical systems
(CC1). This turned out to be a problem in this case where the story height
was only 3,19m. PM1 mentions that the current use of technical systems, e.g.
what each pipe and electrical wire is used for, is also needed to be known.
Wires that are not used should be removed to reduce the amount of burnable
material.
The building utilization rate, i.e. the number of work stations compared
to the potential amount of work stations or the number of square meters per
person, is to be known (PM1). Also the current use of the building (PM1)
and the client’s satisfaction with the spaces (Ristolainen 2005) is needed, to
understand which changes are needed to be made. PM1 adds that in the
same way the actual energy use per person and leased square meters are
needed to evaluate which changes are to be made. Also the energy consump-
tion history is needed for comparison with the post-renovation consumption
(PM1). Overall, as much information as possible is needed in the initial
phases of a renovation project (AR1). One problem that was mentioned is
that old documents are neither accurate nor up-to-date (PM1). Thus, an
evaluation of the accuracy of the existing documents is needed. CC1 points
out the fact that if there is a lack of information more surveys have to be
made.
In summary we see that the structural properties, especially the building
envelope, is of great importance. The space properties are to be known and
time and reason for renovations and surveys performed are needed. Also
information about the building history is important to have.
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5.2 Case 2
5.2.1 Presentation of the case
Case 2 project was completed in December 2012, three months over schedule,
after a construction phase of 18 months. The planning started in the summer
of 2009 and the contractor was chosen in April 2011. The actual cost were
13 me being 1,6 me less than budgeted. This office building has a gross
area of 8 100 m2 and a volume of 27 000 m3.
The reason for the delay was that the leasing contract with one of the
users could not be broken and the user moved out three months after the
construction phase started which lead to the three month delay in the finish-
ing of the project as well. The reason for the lower costs were a prediction
of 15 % higher costs which did not take place due to the financial crisis and
the following recession.
The client’s space change requirements were the main reason for the ren-
ovation project. These requirements involved the building of a conference
center and the change of the office environment to be more open and mobile.
In the renovation the MEP-systems were completely renewed and the main
entrance was moved. The used project delivery system was Construction
Management.
An architectural inventory model was created in the beginning of the
design phase. Architectural, structural, and MEP-models were used in the
project, both for design and clash checking. Use of models to fit the MEP-
systems into the ceiling was highly beneficial while there was little room due
to the low story height. Models were also used for energy and air stream
simulations. Models were partly used at the construction site.
5.2.2 Initial information needed in the project
In this case as well as the previous one information about the building history
has been needed. From the project plan it was found that the building age,
the site area, the gross area, and the room areas are of interest for the project
(Savolainen 2010). These are needed to set the project scope, and thus the
schedule and the budget or the project.
The project manager (PM2) points out that previous renovations, which
should always be documented, have to be identified in the conceptual design
phase (Savolainen 2010). This includes both what has been done and when
the changes have been made. Also other documentation should be available
for the renovation project, such as condition surveys for general condition
estimates (Savolainen 2010). PM2 argues that surveys which have not been
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made earlier should be made prior to the investment decision. The con-
struction consultant (CC2) adds that especially harmful materials, such as
asbestos, have to be found through surveys prior to the start of the project
(Savolainen 2010). In the harmful material survey of the basement in this
case it was found that the structures had to be replaced due to the high
amounts of hydrocarbon in them (PM2).
From the town plan technical connections, such as sewers and water,
should be found (Savolainen 2010). The condition of the foundation wall and
the surrounding soil is also important to know (Savolainen 2010). Knowl-
edge about the condition of the building envelope is of great importance
as seen also in this case. CC2 mentions that in the survey of the external
wall condition moisture damage and lack of insulation were found. In the
project plan it is mentioned that in addition to this also in the survey of the
roofing a water leakage was found. Problems detected prior to the project
should be documented and surveys to evaluate the need for actions should
be conducted. In this case an unexplained sewer smell had been noticed but
no surveys had been done to clarify where the smell came from (Savolainen
2010).
All interviewees agree that the building drawings are needed for struc-
tural locations. The story height was a problem in this case being only
3,09m (PM2, CC2). The project architect (AR2) said that due to unclear
measurements the story height had to be measured again which also applied
for the fac¸ade. The condition of the MEP-systems is always needed for defin-
ing the scope of the renovation (Savolainen 2010). The level of detail about
the MEP-systems depends on the the condition of the systems. In this case
no detailed information was needed because the systems were old and had
to be completely renewed (PM2).
The use of the spaces and the space modification possibilities are to be
clarified (PM2) as well as the area per tenant (Savolainen 2010). When it
comes to the current users of the facilities their current leasing contracts has
to be known. Otherwise it can have a great impact on the project as in
this case when the construction phase was delayed three months due to an
unclear contract with a current user (PM2).
In case 2 the structural properties were the initial information requirement
mentioned in all interviews. Another important topic mentioned was the
space properties, especially the room height which was a problem in this
case. Surveys and findings of harmful materials were also seen to be of great
importance.
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5.3 Case 3
5.3.1 Presentation of the case
The investment decision for case 3 was taken in the summer of 2011 and the
construction work started in January 2013. The project is planned to be
finished in the autumn of 2014. The gross area of the building is 11 000 m2
and the volume is 42 000 m3. The budget for the project is 16,8 me.
The renovation includes space modifications according to the client’s
needs, moving of the main entrance, construction of a conference center, and
a complete renewal of the MEP-systems. The used project delivery system
is Construction Management.
BIM is used in the project for design, clash checking between architec-
tural, structural, and MEP-models, and during the construction phase. BIM
is especially used for fitting the MEP-systems into the HVAC-engine room.
The building was measured using a tachometer and an inventory model was
created by the project architect in the design development phase which pro-
longed the design phase. The architect was also responsible for the building
measurements.
5.3.2 Initial information needed in the project
The building history, in particular the protection of building parts based on
building history, is emphasized by the project architect (AR3) and mentioned
in the project plan (Savolainen 2011). AR3 adds that the age of the building
and the age of the individual structures, both bearing and non-bearing, are
needed to determine what should be protected. The construction consultant
(CC3) mentions that the boundary conditions given by the national board
of antiquities are needed to be known. CC3 adds that renovations, which
naturally are a part of the building history, and modifications are also im-
portant to be known (Savolainen 2011). AR3 says that information which
is needed about these are when the measures have been taken and what has
been done.
The content of the building structures should be known, for example if
the structures are wooden or contain wood. These structures could contain
mold or rot (CC3). The existence of water insulation on the foundation
walls have to be investigated as in this case where old isolation was found
containing harmful materials and thus needed to be replaced (CC3). The
project manager (PM3) as well as the other interviewees mention that surveys
for harmful materials are needed, because in this case asbestos, cinder stone,
and rotten wood were found in the floors (Savolainen 2011). Also other
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surveys than searches for harmful materials have to be done before the start
of the project. The general condition of the building is for example to be
estimated (Savolainen 2011). CC3 mentions that surveys of the fac¸ade and
windows were done prior to the project and re-done in the beginning of
the project due to lack of accurate information. Also surveys on indoor
air quality, e.g. high radon concentration and contaminated air, are to be
conducted (PM3) (Savolainen 2011).
Usage of energy and also energy losses through heat leakages are to be
known to measure the impact of the renovation for improved energy efficiency
(PM3) (Savolainen 2011). Both AR3 and CC3 say that problems detected
during the use of the facilities such as moisture problems and indoor air
problems are to be documented and acknowledged in the beginning of the
renovation process (Savolainen 2011). The scope and the location of the
problems are also to be identified, such as where water leakages have occurred
and which areas are affected by drafts from windows or low air quality (PM3)
(Savolainen 2011).
PM3 argues that knowledge about the condition of the MEP-systems is
needed, especially the condition of the main lines is to be known to determine
which parts are to be replaced and which parts could be saved. For this the
age of the systems should be known and also the life length of the systems
(Savolainen 2011). AR3 and CC3 agree that space reservations for MEP-
systems, especially the size of shafts, always needs to be known. Information
about the overall MEP-systems is needed if all parts are not renewed (PM3).
This includes machines, materials, shafts, ducts and networks (PM3). CC3
argues that imaging of existing drainage and sewer systems is sometimes
needed for evaluation of the need for replacement. Also the location of tech-
nical connections to the municipal networks are to be known (CC3, PM3).
Areas of the building, the current use, and the utilization rate are also
relevant initial information, needed to set the project scope. (Savolainen
2011) Similarly as in case 1 knowledge about the accuracy of the initial
information was found to be of great importance (AR3, PM3).
To conclude, the information about the structures as well as the space
properties is seen to be important. A general need is also information about
where MEP-systems could be placed, both in the ceiling and in shafts. Ren-
ovations are important to remember, and also surveys done, especially find-
ings of harmful materials and moisture damages. The building history and
protection of building parts for historical reasons are also seen as critical
information.
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5.4 Workplace and Facility Solutions
The needed information in the Workplace and Facility Solutions process
starts from the needs of the client. In the beginning there is no need for
information about the building says one team member (WP3). The needed
information depends on the project and becomes clearer during the project
(WP3). WP3 adds that the information is often needed fast and the client
might want a proposal within a few weeks.
WP4, WP5, and WP2 agree that information about when renovations
have been done, what has been done and the scope of the renovations is
important to know (Workplace and Facility Solutions needs template 2011).
WP1 adds that it is important to document renovations after a project ends.
It is also important to know about renovations to be done during the next
few years and especially during the time of the leasing contract (WP3). WP5
adds that the building age should also be known.
The building structure and structural boundary conditions is necessary in-
formation (WP5, WP3). Also the strength of structures are needed (NWP4),
e.g. load bearing properties of floors if an archive is planned on the floor
(WP1). WP5 mentions that material properties are to be known and also
the materials in light structures. Location of structural elements in spaces
and the story height is always needed information (WP5) (Workplace and
Facility Solutions needs template 2011).
WP4 says that the current and the required safety levels are needed to
be clarified and WP1 adds that for some clients windows are to be protected
up to the height of 4m. There are on the other hand no boundary conditions
based on safety levels for the building structures, aside from police buildings
(WP1).
WP3 and WP2 point out that knowledge is needed about the current
space conditions compared to the requirements set by the client and infor-
mation about if the required quality level can be reached, e.g. the indoor
air quality. WP1 and WP4 agree that information about the indoor climate;
e.g. the temperature, air speed, sound level, and indoor air quality; and
surveys done to evaluate these properties, is important knowledge at least if
the building is not completely renovated.
Especially important for the client is information about the indoor air
quality, e.g. temperature, draft, and detected air problems (WP4, WP1,
WP3, WP5). WP1 mentions that also knowledge about the space surfaces
are important for the clients.
Detected problems are to be documented and later on acknowledged in
the workplace development process. Problematic areas and hiding threats,
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such as location, scope and date of possible water or other leakage have to
be known as well as location of harmful materials (WP2) (Workplace and
Facility Solutions needs template 2011).WP3 says that the history is needed
of which surveys have been done and when, which surveys are not done,
and which surveys are to be done again. WP5 points out that information
about the building condition, e.g. condition of external walls, found through
surveys needs to be known. Also information about when the surveys have
been done is needed while old surveys have to be redone according to WP5.
WP4 and WP1 mention that the utilization rate of the building, i.e. area
per person, is to be known (Workplace and Facility Solutions needs template
2011). Positive and negative properties of the spaces based on feedback from
the current users needs to be taken into account (WP5) (Workplace and
Facility Solutions needs template 2011). WP3 points out that space change
flexibility and costs that arise from changes is needed knowledge. WP4 says
that the length of the leasing contracts of the current tenants are also needed.
WP4 mentions that boundary conditions set by the current HVAC-system
capacity is to be known. WP1 and WP5 add that especially the cooling ca-
pacity might set up boundaries when the space utilization rate rises. WP5
also says that knowledge about the existing information networks is impor-
tant and information about which cable is used for what.
All the MEP-systems are not always changed in renovations and thus
might information about the systems be needed (WP5). This involves the
possibility to protect MEP-systems during a renovation and if it is difficult
it might be easier to replace the system (WP2). WP2 also mentions that
information is needed about the condition of the MEP-systems, i.e. water
pipelines, sewers, thermal system, cooling system, ventilation, and building
automation (Workplace and Facility Solutions needs template 2011). WP2
and WP5 point out that information about machines is also needed, e.g.
age, life length, location, type, and last service. Also information about
the building energy efficiency is needed (Workplace and Facility Solutions
needs template 2011). WP5 emphasizes that the accuracy of documents is
important to be understood.
To summarize these interviews it can be concluded that the building
structure and on it based boundary conditions is generally seen as important
information. So is also the indoor air quality and other space properties.
Done renovations and surveys is also commonly seen as important initial
information.
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5.5 Possibilities to use BIM for managing ini-
tial information
In this chapter are the interviewees’ comments and ideas about the use of
BIM in the early stages of renovation project presented. The results are
presented task specific.
5.5.1 Project managers
The inventory model should contain critical structures and visualize the areas
affected if a device is taken out of use (PM1). In an inventory model there
should not be any guesses and only actual observations or otherwise will the
guesses have to be marked as guesses (PM1). PM3 argues that information
about the building protection is not necessary in a model when the building
is protected as a whole while changes always have to be discussed with the
National Board of Antiquities. PM3 continues by saying that it would neither
be necessary to enter survey results into the model while reports are enough,
but the model could on the other hand contain a link to the report.
PM2 argues that it would not be profitable to create an inventory model
before the investment decision. PM3 on the other hand find that it is not
easy to say if an inventory model should be created before the design phase.
Problems that arise are that it is difficult to measure the building when
the building is in use and that the content of the structures is not equal to
the designs (PM3). The benefits of a model has to be evaluated for each
case separately so that the cost-benefit ratio of the model is good (PM3).
Assumptions and way of modeling have to be documented well when making
a model (PM3).
PM1 says that the initial information can be managed if a model could
be used as a checklist for information needed. PM3 points out that there
is currently a lack of some information in the maintenance manual which
could perhaps be solved partly with a model but it is not to be forgotten
that the importance of documentation is not reduced by using models. PM3
also mentions that the information has to be easily accessible, e.g. all needed
information in one database.
The structural designs are usually rather accurate (PM1). A space re-
quirement model based on old drawings could be useful (PM1). A model
could also be beneficial if it would exist in the conceptual design phase but
it has to be accurate (PM3). PM1 says that energy simulations have to be
done before the investment decision and for this a model could be used.
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5.5.2 Construction consultants
CC1 argues that an inventory model should contain the building frame while
it is usually left. CC3 adds that especially the location of structures are
needed for shaft design and also the shaft measurements are needed while
they might change for each story, e.g. while masonry walls are thinner in
the top than in the bottom. Knowledge about ducts in bearing structures
is important but not all ducts in the structures have to be modeled while it
is simply not cost-effective (CC3). If the light structures are demolished it
is useless to model them if the demolish contract is not calculated based on
the model (CC1).
CC3 says that the location of asbestos in structures would be good to
visualize in an inventory model and CC1 adds that found indoor air prob-
lems and moisture damages also could be in the model. Not all interviewed
consultants agreed upon these information needs. CC3 argues that surveys
should not be entered into a 3D-model while it is enough to have the results
mapped on a 2D-plan. Information about renovation needs or problematic
areas should neither exist in the model (CC3).
The building history including repaired parts and renovation history could
on the other hand be in the model (CC3, CC1). Also boundary conditions
based on building history could be visualized in the model (CC3).
CC3 says that it would not make sense to put all information into a
model while it is simply not cost-effective. On the other hand would the
existence of information in models reduce the amount of information only
documented in reports (CC1). Space specific information would be accurate
enough with a link or a reference to the report which should include more
detailed information (CC1).
CC1 argues that the inventory model can be done based on old designs
but should at least be measured at some points so that the measurements
are verified. CC1 adds that if a structural model is done based on drawings
it is enough if verification measurements are done without openings of struc-
tures. On the other hand is it impossible to measure beams without opening
structures which means that beams could not be modeled accurately in early
phases (CC1). Thus, it has to be decided at which specific level of detail a
structural model is created (CC1).
CC3 points out that it is highly beneficial to create an inventory model
while the condition of the building is thus surveyed before the construction
phase starts. Otherwise the problems are moved to the construction phase
which is seen in the amount of extra work or rework, change requests, and
cost of the project. CC2 agrees that it would be good if models could be
used more but argues that it might not still be cost-effective while there is
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not enough knowledge in the industry yet.
The cost-gain ratio of building modeling has to be evaluated for each
project separately (CC2). The ratio depends on required level of detail, e.g.
what information about the MEP-systems and machines is needed and if it
should be in a model (CC3). This on the other hand depends on what the
model is going to be used for, i.e. what is going to be done in the renovation
and what the owner is going to do with the model (CC1, ICC3). These are
questions that have to be answered by the owner (CC1, CC3).
CC1 says that inventory models should be created as soon as possible
when the prerequisites are existing. If designs and drawings are not existing
then the structures have to be opened which can not be done until the build-
ing is empty and not in use (CC1). It thus depends a lot on the existence of
old drawings and luckily a lot of old drawings exist but not all changes have
been documented (CC1). CC3 agrees that it would be optimal if inventory
models would exist before the design phase while it would provide a quicker
start to the project. The owner should create the inventory model in the
conceptual design phase because the owner would then be responsible for
the initial information provided in the model (CC3).
It would be good if a model could be linked to the space management
system or the leasing system in the maintenance phase (CC1). This could be
used for measuring the utilization rate and managing free spaces (CC1). CC1
also mentions that the model has to be used in the maintenance phase if it is
created then and that building models should not be used in the construction
phase only but rather in the whole building life cycle. For models to be useful
they have to be kept up-to-date (CC2).
5.5.3 Project architects
According to AR3 the information which should be in an inventory model is
either space specific or structural. Space specific information that is needed
is building history, moisture problems, harmful material findings, and pro-
tected parts or areas (AR3). Also pictures of the actual spaces could be
linked to these spaces in the model. The structural model should contain at
least the bearing structures, the age of structures, and holes in structures es-
pecially is it is not permitted to make new ones (AR3). Also AR1 mentioned
that information about the structures, i.e. an structural model, would be
beneficial because all designers would benefit from this. MEP space reserva-
tions, i.e. shaft measurements and space in ceilings, would also be beneficial
to have in an inventory model (AR3). The model could also include links to
the building history report (AR3).
According to AR1 an architectural initial space model would not give
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value to the designers in the beginning of the design phase while the spaces
are usually changed. Thus, the rest of the initial information apart from the
general structural information could be in its current format, i.e. drawings
and reports (AR1).
When asked about when an inventory model should be created the an-
swers from the architects differ. AR3 argues that it would be beneficial if
an inventory model existed before the project starts if you could trust the
accuracy of the model. AR1 says that it would be beneficial if a struc-
tural inventory model would be provided when the design phase begins while
structural information about the building is always needed. An architectural
inventory building part model would also be beneficial if it would be in the
same native file format as used by the architect (AR3). AR3 continues to
say that a space model could be beneficial even if it would be provided in
IFC-format. AR2 on the other hand argues that an inventory model should
be created when the designers enter the project. Then the designers could to-
gether agree upon the modeling requirements. It would not give much value
to have an inventory model provided while the accuracy of this model would
be unclear (AR2). In case 3 a part of the design has to be redone due to
flaws in the measurement data even though the project architect was respon-
sible for the measurements. It would have been beneficial to laser scan the
complex roofing so that the measurements would have been accurate (AR3).
5.5.4 Workplace and Facility Solutions team
Models could be used if investment costs could be calculated from them
(WP3). Needed for this is the current building quality level, the required
quality level, the cost estimate, and the areas (WP3, WP4). The costs may
vary 10% as well as the areas and more exact area calculations could thus be
useful (WP3).
Visualization of the building could be used to locate parts while the facil-
ity managers change rather often and it is difficult to get to know a building
fast (WP1). Another use of models is visualization of alternatives for the
clients, e.g. the placing of spaces change frequently during the design and
the use of models could be helpful in communicating the changes to the client
(WP1). WP5 adds that a 3D model including the terminal devices would be
useful for visualizing the spaces for the client. WP3 mentions that pictures
for visualizing the property are important in marketing but on the other
hand might a whole model provide unnecessary complexity.
WP5 argues that linking of information to a model would be good for
building maintenance. WP2 agrees that a model should be linked to the
maintenance history and show what has been maintained and what not.
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According to WP5 a space model or a building part model would be
beneficial in the workplace and facility solution process. While as much
information as possible is needed in the process a complete model with all
disciplines would be optimal (WP5). WP5 adds that a structural model
would be useful also in smaller renovations.
5.5.5 BIM-specialists
The content, the level of detail, and the accuracy of an inventory model de-
pends on what it is going to be used for says two experts (E1) and (E2). E4
says that an architectural model is too specific for MEP-design but a light
structural model would be useful. E2 argues that a building frame model
would be a better name than a structural model if it would not contain in-
formation for calculations but only geometrical and main element properties.
E1 agrees that information about the building frame would be good to have
in an inventory model. E2 adds that a model should not be too detailed but
suitably simple for the planned use and that a specific model enable specific
actions. E3 points out that the need for a model always has to be evaluated
and that a model should not be created just because it is possible. If a model
is created and proven to be useful then the model should be seen as a part
of the building which adds to the value of the building (E2, E4).
The cheapest and easiest way to create an inventory model is from draw-
ings (E1, E3). E1 adds that just creating a model out of drawings does
not mean anything if it is not fixed to the existing building through verify-
ing measurements. The building measurements can be done through laser
scanning or tacheometry (E1). The costs are depending on the choice of
measurement and desired level of detail (E1). E1 says that the cost of laser
scanning is about 3 e per measured square meter while measurements using
tacheometry costs about 1 e per measured square meter. With laser scan-
ning, millions of points are measured giving detailed dimensions of spaces
while using tacheometry single points are measured separately giving de-
tailed locations of specific points. A frame model can be created based on
old drawings and by making validation measurements using laser scanning of
the basement floor to get the accurate location of columns. The columns can
then be assumed to continue on top of each other on the upper floors (E3).
The level of accuracy should be documented and marked in the model to
clarify which information is accurate and which is based on assumptions or
old drawings and thus needs to be examined (E4, E3) By showing the accu-
racy of the model can a clear division of responsibility for the model content
be made between the creator of the inventory model and the future project
architect if the inventory model is created prior to the project (E3). This
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requires quality control and documentation of the modeling conditions (E3).
It is important to know what is known and what is not known (E3). If an
old model exists the process of making an inventory model is to update and
check the old model (E3). The cost of a whole inventory model according to
the directives in COBIM part 2 is about 10 e/m2 including laser scanning
for a big office building (E1).
E1 says that it would be optimal if inventory models would exist before the
design phase while it would provide a quicker start to the project. Building
measurements can be made when the building is in use, e.g. laser scanning
takes 1,5 minutes per room (E1). In the need evaluation phase should 3D-
models be avoided while spreadsheet based programs provide more freedom
(E3). Architectural programs can read this information and automatically
create spaces or give existing spaces new properties based on these lists (E3).
If an architectural inventory model is created it should be created in a
format chosen by the project architect (E2). If the building frame model
only contains geometry and main properties it is beneficial to export it as an
IFC-model making the choice of software in which the model is created less
important (E2). Simple models can generally be transferred in IFC-format
while complicated models should preferably be transferred in their native
formats to minimize the risk of loosing information (E2). E3 argues that the
information should be in an open file-format such as IFC to avoid vendor
locks.
It is possible to link information to an IFC-model and the information
can be imported with the model to other software (E2). E3 says that if the
model includes only links to reports the information is hard to find, update,
and read and therefore should the minimum information requirements be
in the model as space properties. E4 on the other hand argues that all
information should not be in the same model but linked to the model from
other programs. They anyway agree on their main point which is that the
information should be machine readable (E4, E3). E2 points out that a 3D-
model is not significantly more expensive to make than a 2D-plan if the same
space heights can be used at each floor. In a 3D-model, problems occurring
at multiple levels in spaces above each other would be more easily noticed
(E2).
Models could be updated to a newer version every 3 years as said in
COBIM part 12 (E2, E3). The native model should be updated and a new
IFC-model exported from the native model (E2, E3). The accuracy and the
quality control of the updates can be checked through quantity take-offs from
the old and the new model or through a comparison between the old and the
new IFC-model (E2). E3 argues that it does not matter who performs the
update as long as the requirements are clearly stated in the contract. One
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possibility is that the designers from the last project could keep the models
up-to-date during the maintenance phase (E3).
The MEP-design should be started as early as possible to have the pos-
sibility to really affect the outcome (E4). An existing model would make
it easier to conduct early energy simulations (E4). The needed information
from a model for energy simulations covers areas, spaces, space groups, ser-
vice areas, and space use (E4). In the energy simulation in the conceptual
design phase the architects new space model is used. For making this space
model an existing frame model would be useful (E4). An old space model
would not be useful because the spaces would have the wrong properties
(E4).
If the models are created during the maintenance phase they should also
be useful then. E4 says that Granlund Manager currently does not support
IFC-models but within a few years it will likely do it. E4 adds that currently
2D-plans are imported from Optimaze to which locations of parts and service
areas can be manually linked and thereafter showed on the plans. In the
group interview it is said that currently a model would not be more useful
than a drawing when creating floor plans in Optimaze. Objects from an
imported model can not be used by Optimaze but own objects have to be
created. It is also said that IFC-support and use of imported model objects
is probably developed within a few years. One interviewee says that the
requirements for use of models or drawings in Optimaze are areas used by the
client, space use, space boundaries, bearing structures. Another interviewee
adds that Optimaze does not include volumes and story heights while they
are not needed and usually not provided. The level of accuracy of drawings is
not marked in Optimaze but the user is told if the drawings are non accurate.
Chapter 6
Analysis
In this chapter the data gathered from the interviews is analyzed for each
case and for each of the interview groups. Common information needs are
acknowledged and potential disagreements are examined. The building life-
cycle phases where these groups are present are illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Phase of the renovation where the interview group is present.
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6.1 Information needs
The information needs mentioned by the interviewees are here analyzed and
compared between cases, tasks, and phases. Similar tables are presented in
each section. The tables are divided into seven information areas: structural
properties, space properties, site properties, MEP-systems, renovations, sur-
veys, and accuracy of documents.
6.1.1 Case dependence
In Figure 6.2 are the answers from the interviews mapped case specifically.
As can be seen in Figure 6.2 more topics are mentioned in case 3 than in the
other cases. In Figure 6.2 we see a few main areas of structural properties.
First of all structural dimensions (1) were mentioned in all the cases. The
structural dimensions are for example needed for knowledge about the free
space for MEP-systems (2) which is a separate topic mentioned in two cases.
The content of the structures (3) is another topic mentioned in all cases.
It is mentioned because the insulation and structure of the fac¸ade and the
foundation wall caused troubles in all projects. Also knowledge about the
existence of harmful materials was mentioned in all cases. The last structural
topic is the condition of the structures (4) which was mentioned in two of
the cases. The difference between the condition of the building and the
findings in surveys is that the condition change constantly while the findings
of a survey show the condition of one specific place on one specific occasion.
Survey results are valid and needed years after the survey has been conducted
even though the condition of the building has changed.
Of the space properties we see that the areas (1) and the building use
(2) was mentioned in all cases. A case specific information need was the
boundary conditions and parts protected based on building history (3) men-
tioned in case 3. The building in the case is protected and there was a need
for additional information and discussions with the National Board of An-
tiquities. Information about protected parts is only needed if the building
is protected. Even though parts of the building are not always protected it
is always important to have information about whether a part is protected
or not. The fourth space related topic mentioned was the indoor climate
(4). Problems detected in the building such as moisture and smell problems,
affecting the indoor climate and air quality levels, was mentioned in all cases.
User feedback (5) was only mentioned in the case 1 project program.
Regarding the site, the location of municipal networks and the soil con-
dition was mentioned. The soil condition in case 1 was bad which led to
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Latest update 14.2 
Case Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Structural 
properties 
 
1 Dimensions 
2 MEP space 
3 Content 
4 Condition 
 
1story height, 1shaft 
size, 1facade, 1slab, 
1walls, 2free space for 
systems, 3facade  
insulation and 
structure, 3slab and 
wall content, 
3harmful materials 
1story height, 
1facade, 3structure 
content, 3harmful 
materials, 
3foundation wall 
and facade 
structure and 
4condition, 
4roofing condition, 
4general building 
condition  
1story height, 1shaft 
size, 1foundation wall, 
2free space for systems, 
2holes in structures, 
3insulation of 
foundation wall, 
3structure content, 
3harmful materials, 
3existence and 
4condition of wooden 
structures, 4general 
building condition 
Space 
properties  
 
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
5 User 
feedback 
 
1gross and leased 
area, 2utilization rate, 
2building history and 
age, 2current and 
previous use, 4energy 
use history, 4moisture 
problems, 4water 
leakage, 4indoor 
climate, 4air quality, 
5workplace 
satisfaction 
1gross and leased 
area, 2utilization 
rate, 2building 
history and age, 
2space flexibility, 
4moisture and 
smell problems 
1gross and leased area, 
2utilization rate, 
2building history, 
3museum boundary 
conditions, 3protected 
parts, 4energy use and 
heat leakage, 4moisture 
problems, 4water 
leakage, 4indoor 
climate, 4draft, 4radon 
concentration 
Site 
properties 
soil condition soil condition, 
location of 
municipal network 
location of municipal 
network 
MEP systems 
 
1 Use 
2 Condition 
3 Properties 
1use of each cable and 
pipe 
2general condition, 
3detailed 
information if 
parts are kept 
2condition, 2drainage 
imaging, 2which parts 
to be kept, 2life length 
of MEP-systems, 
3detailed information if 
parts are kept  
Renovations date, why, what date, what date, why, what and 
what not done, 
enclosures of harmful 
materials 
Surveys date, findings   date, findings 
Accuracy of 
documents 
if not accurate more 
surveys have to be 
made, accuracy of 
information about 
drainage existence 
  knowledge about 
accuracy of documents 
Figure 6.2: Initial information needs in a renovation project mentioned case
specifically.
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unexpected costs.
In all cases were the MEP-systems completely renewed which explain why
both in case 2 and case 3 detailed information about MEP-systems are seen
to be important only if parts of the systems are kept. The lifetime of the
systems and renovations done are similarly needed for making decisions on
the replacement of systems. Drainage imaging mentioned in case 3 is a way
to check the system condition. Which parts are to be kept depends on the
condition of the system and is therefore incorporated into system condition
topic.
Regarding renovations as well as surveys, the date and knowledge about
what work has been done is seen as important in all cases. The need to record
why the renovation was done was also mentioned in two cases. The existence
of left enclosures of harmful materials was another case specific information
need mentioned in case 3. Information about the existence of left enclosures
of harmful materials can be seen as a part of the documentation of what has
been done and not done in a previous renovation.
Accuracy of document were mentioned in case 1 and case 3 where inac-
curate documents caused problems. In case 1 was accuracy of information
about drainage existence mentioned separately while this caused problems in
the project. The accuracy of information about drainage existence mentioned
in case 1 can be seen as a part of general accuracy of documents.
6.1.2 Task dependence
Figure 6.3 shows the answers of the case interviewees mapped task specifi-
cally. Data collected from case documents (project plans and project pro-
gram) is not shown in this table. Topics that were mentioned in these doc-
uments but not in the interviews were the building areas and workplace
satisfaction.
Of the structural topics mentioned we see that space reservations for
MEP-system (2) were not mentioned by the project managers explicitly but
the story height was mentioned. These can be seen as supplementary to each
other because the story height is needed for fitting MEP-systems into the
ceiling. The fac¸ade and the foundation wall can be grouped together under
the term building envelope while slabs and walls are grouped into bearing
structures. The areas in the space properties (1) was not mentioned explicitly
in any interviews but the areas are needed for calculating the utilization rate
which was mentioned by the project managers.
The site properties were not mentioned by the architects because their in-
terview answers only concerned the building. Neither were the MEP-systems
mentioned by the architects while it is another design discipline. Renovations
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Task Project Manager Construction consultant Architect 
Structural 
properties 
 
1 Dimensions 
2 MEP space 
3 Content 
4 Condition 
 
1story height, 
1walls, 1slabs, 3wall 
insulation, 3slab 
and wall content, 
3harmful materials 
1story height, 1shaft size, 
1foundation wall, 1facade, 
2free space for systems, 
3structure content, 3water 
insulation of foundation 
wall, 3facade structure, 
3harmful materials, 
3existence and 4condition 
of wooden structures 
1story height, 
1shaft size, 2holes 
in structures, 2free 
space for systems, 
3structure content, 
3harmful materials 
Space 
properties  
 
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
2utilization rate, 
2current use, 2space 
flexibility, 2use 
history, 3protected 
parts, 4energy 
history, 4water 
leakage, 4indoor 
climate 
2building history, 
3museum boundary 
conditions, 4moisture 
problems, 4air quality, 
4water leakages, 4indoor 
climate 
2building history,  
3protected areas, 
4water leakage  
Site 
properties 
soil condition, 
location of 
municipal network 
location of municipal 
network 
  
MEP systems 
 
1Use 
2 Condition 
3 Properties 
1use of each cable 
and pipe, 
2condition, 
3detailed 
information if parts 
are kept 
   
Renovations date, what, why date, why, what and what 
not done 
  
Surveys date, findings date, findings date, findings 
Accuracy of 
documents 
knowledge about 
document accuracy 
if documents not accurate 
more surveys have to be 
made 
knowledge about 
document 
accuracy 
Figure 6.3: Initial information needs in a renovation project mentioned task
specifically.
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can be seen as a part of the building history which explains why it was not
mentioned explicitly by the architects.
The conclusion of the comparison of the task specific answers is thus
that the differences between the answers can be explained by the focus of
the interviews. No information requirements can be removed based on task
biases.
6.1.3 Phase dependence
In Figure 6.4 are the answers mapped phase specifically. In Figure 6.4 we
see that there are several differences between the information needs in the
analyzed phases (differences marked green and red). The topics marked green
complement each other and are added to the combined information needs.
The topics marked red are removed from the analysis while they are not seen
as initial information or being part of another existing topic.
It can be seen that needs mentioned in the case interviews are based on
technical needs such as space for MEP-systems (2) in structural properties
and site properties. The interviewees from the Workplace and Facility So-
lutions phase on the other hand mention needs from the users perspective
such as structure boundary conditions and structures in the spaces (1). The
strength of the structures (5) was mentioned in the Workplace and Facility
Solutions interviews. The strength of structures are to be known for the
usage of spaces, e.g. planning locations of archives based on the load bear-
ing capacity of slabs. Knowledge about the strength of structures for safety
reasons is only needed in special cases and not generally. Unknown areas are
a part of the structure content. The space for MEP-systems depends on the
structural dimensions and can be seen as a part of group (1).
The area of the building was not mentioned in any interviews but it
is needed for calculating the utilization rate which was mentioned in both
phases. (3) Building protection was only mentioned in one of the cases and
not in the Workplace and Facility Solutions interviews. (4) Problematic or
unknown areas are to be shown also in the spaces, e.g. if the condition or
content of parts are assumed to cause problems. (5) Positive and negative
space properties were mentioned as needed information in the Workplace
and Facility Solutions interviews as well as the quality and safety level of the
space (5). The users’ thoughts of positive and negative space properties can
be seen as a part of the workplace satisfaction which was mentioned in both
phases. The required quality and safety level is project specific and not based
on the building but on the new user and therefore not initial information.
Machine specific information mentioned in the Workplace and Facility
Solutions interviews is specified in the case interviews to be needed only if
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Phase Cases Workplace and Facility 
Solutions 
Structural 
properties 
 
1 Dimensions 
2 MEP space 
3 Content 
4 Condition 
5 Other 
 
1story height, 1bearing 
structures, 1building envelope, 
1shaft size, 2free space for 
systems, 2holes in structures, 
3harmful materials, 3structure 
content, 3existence and 
4condition of wooden structures, 
4general building condition, 
3foundation wall and facade 
structure and 4condition, 
4roofing condition 
1story height, 1building envelope, 
1structure boundary conditions, 
1structural elements in spaces, 
3materials, 3harmful materials, 
3unknown areas, 4condition of 
external walls,  4building 
condition, 5strength of structures 
Space 
properties  
 
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
5 User 
feedback 
 
1gross and leased area, 
2utilization rate, 2building 
history and age, 2current and 
previous use, 2space flexibility, 
3museum boundary conditions, 
3protected parts, 4energy use 
history, 4heat leakage, 4moisture 
problems, 4water leakage, 
4indoor climate, 4air quality, 
4draft, 4radon concentration,  
4smell problems, 5workplace 
satisfaction 
2utilization rate, 2current use, 
2space flexibility, 2building age, 
4indoor air quality, 
4temperature, 4draft, 4sound 
level,  4energy efficiency,  
4moisture damages, 4problematic 
and unknown areas, 4date and 
scope of water or other leakage 
5workplace satisfaction, 5positive 
and negative properties, 5current 
and required quality and safety 
level  
Site 
properties 
soil condition, location of 
municipal networks 
 
MEP systems 
1 Use 
2 Condition 
3 Properties 
1use of each cable and pipe, 
2condition, 2life length of MEP 
systems, 3detailed information if 
parts are kept 
1cable use, 2condition, 
2possibility to protect MEP 
systems during a renovation, 
3machine specific information, 
3HVAC capacity 
Renovations date, why, what and what not 
done 
date, what, documentation, 
future renovations 
Surveys date, findings survey history, undone surveys, 
surveys to be done 
Accuracy of 
documents 
accuracy of documents accuracy of documents 
Figure 6.4: Initial information needs in a renovation project mapped phase
specifically.
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systems are kept and not replaced. The HVAC-capacity can be seen as a
part of machine specific information. Protection of MEP-systems depends
on what is going to be done in the renovation and is thus project specific
and not initial information. It is said that detailed information is needed if
parts are kept. What is kept depends on what is going to be done in the
renovation and this is thus not initial information.
The reason for and scope of past renovations were of interest in the case
interviews and future renovations were mentioned in the Workplace and Fa-
cility Solutions interviews. Also future surveys were mentioned in the Work-
place and Facility Solutions interviews with a focus on the time period of the
leasing contract.
The conclusion of the phase comparison is that in the case interviews
the focus were more on technical aspects while the Workplace and Facility
Solutions interviewees focused more on the clients’ perspective. There are
anyhow many similarities between the phases and many information needs
can be seen in both columns.
6.2 Information in an inventory model
In this section the answers about the use of BIM from the interviews are
analyzed. The information needs analyzed in the previous section are also
analyzed from the perspective of BIM use.
6.2.1 Static and non-static information
In Figure 6.5 the needed initial information is divided into static and non-
static information. Static information is defined as information that change
seldom or can be seen as one time events. Non-static information on the
other hand change often or even continuously. Non-static information can
either be measured with sensors or through feedback from the facility users.
This information can be collected over a longer time and be used for statistics
or to present a reason for a renovation, e.g. smell problems which can come
from mold due to an unnoticed water leakage. Static information can be
collected through surveys or documentation e.g. after construction projects.
The focus of this analysis is on what information could be in a building
information model, and thus the information about the site properties is left
out. Knowledge about the accuracy of documents are left out of this table
because it is a general thought about the information quality and not object
specific and thus not comparable with the other information groups.
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The information can be divided between the structural properties, space
properties, and MEP-systems. In Figure 6.5 we see that most of the struc-
tural properties are static and only the building condition is non-static in-
formation. The space properties are more evenly divided between static and
non-static information. The leased area might change only when new leasing
contracts are written or when renovations are done in the building. Problems
detected in the building are one time events that can be added to the static
information.
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 Static information Non-static information 
Structural 
properties 
1 Dimensions 
2 Content 
3 Condition 
4 Other 
1story height, 1bearing structures, 
1building envelope, 1structure boundary 
conditions, 1structural elements in 
spaces,  1shaft size, 1free space for 
systems, 1holes in structures, 2materials, 
2harmful materials, 2structure content, 
4strength of structures 
3structure condition, 
3general building 
condition 
Space 
properties  
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
5 Feedback 
6 Renovation 
7 Survey 
1gross and leased area, 2building 
history, 2current and previous use, 
2space flexibility, 3museum boundary 
conditions, 3protected parts, 4moisture 
problems, 4problematic areas, 4date and 
scope of occurred leakage, 4designed air 
quality and sound level, 4current quality 
and safety level 
 
6renovation and 7surveys date, actions / 
findings, reasons, done and not done 
2utilization rate, 4energy 
use history and heat 
leakage, 4indoor climate, 
4actual air quality, 4radon 
concentration, 4draft, 
4smell problems, 
5workplace satisfaction 
 
future 6renovations and 
7surveys 
MEP-
systems 
1 Use 
2 Condition 
1use of each cable and pipe, 2life length 
of MEP-systems, 2surveyed condition 
2condition 
 
Figure 6.5: Initial information needs divided into static and non-static infor-
mation.
The non-static information can be made static by making surveys while
the survey results are one time events which can be seen as static. Because
renovations and surveys occur in specific locations they are here included in
the space properties. The renovation ad survey histories are static informa-
tion. Future surveys and future renovations are non-static while surveys can
be planned continuously and the actual needed actions are not known until
they are taken.
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The MEP-systems are here divided into static and non-static informa-
tion. The lifetime of parts of the systems and the use of the systems do
not change between renovations and are thus static. The condition of the
existing systems change continuously and is thus non-static. If systems are
surveyed the results are static.
The static information could be entered into a model manually and easily
maintained. A model including static information needs to be updated due
to software version updates and major changes in the building. Changes to
the static information can be transferred into the model when the model is
updated. The non-static information on the other hand needs to be linked
to the model from other systems while entering the data manually would not
be efficient. In the SOME project the focus is on managing the non-static
data with models. The non-static data will not be further analyzed in this
thesis.
6.2.2 Analysis of BIM possibilities
The ideas about BIM mentioned in the interviews are analyzed and compared
in this section. In Figure 6.6 are the comments on inventory model content
and uses from all interviews mapped interview group specifically. In Figure
6.7 are the general comments on modeling and the creation of inventory
models from all interviews mapped interview group specifically. Topics which
are disagreed upon are marked red and comments on where the information
should exist are marked in blue. The number after a comment shows how
many interviewees had the same comment. The topics are marked with a
number (1-14).
All interview groups agree that an inventory model should contain critical
and bearing structures (1). Shaft dimensions are important to know for
MEP-design. Light structures could be modeled if the model is used for
calculating the demolition contract and ducts could be modeled if they are
known. More detailed information about the structures such as structure age
or load bearing capacity could also be added as element properties. Space
reservations for MEP-systems would also be good to show in the model in
e.g. lowered ceilings or shafts.
Interviewees disagree on what the modeling of structures should be based
on due to the unknown accuracy of existing documents (2). Many agree that
it is beneficial to create an inventory model from old drawings because it
is cost efficient and structural designs are rather accurate. Many also agree
that verification measurements should be done to improve the accuracy of the
model. This all depends on the existence of old drawings and the knowledge
about their accuracy. A counter point is that the content of the structures
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  Structure Spaces 
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1critical structures, 2structural 
designs usually rather accurate, 
2structure content often not as 
designed, 2model based on old 
drawings, 3model used for early 
energy simulations 
4no survey results but link to report, 5not 
building protection, areas affected by devices 
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1shaft dimensions (2), 1ducts in 
bearing structures if known, 
1building frame,  1light 
structures if spared or if used 
for calculating demolish 
contract, 2created from old 
drawings (2), 2verification 
measurements needed(2), 2no 
opened structures, 2depending 
on existence of old drawings, 
2beams impossible to measure 
without opening structures 
4space specific information generally enough, 
4not surveys in 3D while 2D enough, 4moisture 
damages,  4indoor air problems, 4harmful 
materials, 4link to survey reports, 4problems 
during previous projects, 4not problematic areas 
or renovation needs, 4done renovations (2), 
5historical boundary conditions, link to space 
management system, beneficial to have all 
information in models, not cost effective to enter 
all information,  
A
r
c
h
it
e
c
ts
 
1bearing structures, 1holes in 
structures,  1shaft dimensions, 
1model of bearing structures 
good for all designers, MEP 
space reservations, structure 
age 
4harmful materials, 5building history, 5protected 
parts, 5link to building history report, 5link to 
pictures of spaces, 6architectural model 
beneficial if in the right format, 6not architectural 
model while spaces usually change, 6space model 
useful in IFC-format 
W
o
r
k
p
la
c
e
 
&
 F
a
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s
 1location of parts (2), 
1Structural model useful also in 
smaller renovation 
4condition & cost info, 7not visualization model 
for marketing,  7model for visualization of spaces 
for client (2), used for area & capacity & cost 
calculations, quality level assessment, linking of 
information for maintenance (2)  
B
IM
-E
x
p
e
r
ts
 
1architectural model too specific 
but light structural model useful 
for MEP-design, 2cheapest and 
easiest created from drawing 
(3), verifying measurements 
needed (2), 3existing frame 
model useful for making 
architectural space model used 
in the energy simulation in the 
conceptual design phase, 3an 
existing model would make it 
easier to conduct early energy 
simulations 
3an old space model would not be useful for 
energy simulations while the spaces would have 
the wrong properties, 43D model is not 
significantly more expensive to make than a 2D 
plan if the same space heights can be used at 
each floor, 4in 3D model common problems on 
different floors easily noticed,  6architectural 
inventory model-format to be chosen by project 
architect, only links to reports makes the 
information hard to find and update & read, 
possible to link information to an IFC-model, 
minimum information requirements in the 
model as space properties, not all information in 
the model but linked 
Figure 6.6: Comments from all interviews on BIM possibilities for managing
initial information divided into structural and space properties.
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is often not as designed. This makes it impossible to know for sure what
the content is unless structures are opened. Without opening structures
the knowledge about the content can only be assumed or guessed. It is also
pointed out that beams are impossible to measure without opening structures
while verification measurements can not be performed otherwise. This takes
us to the accuracy of the model and how elements should be marked (9) which
is shown in Figure 6.7. Guesses should be marked in the model as guesses
to provided knowledge about what is known and what is not known. When
creating an inventory model the quality control and the documentation of
the modeling conditions are of great importance. With the level of accuracy
marked and shown in the model the responsibility of the model can be clearly
divided between the different stakeholders.
Interviews from several groups mention that models could be used for
energy simulations (3). It is pointed out that an existing frame model would
be useful for making a new architectural space model which could be used
for energy simulations in the conceptual design phase. An old space model
would on the contrary not be useful for energy simulations because the spaces
would have the wrong properties.
The main disagreement is about managing survey results with a model
(4). Some argue that the model should not include survey results but only a
link to the report. Others argue that central findings and major information
about the survey should be entered as properties of the spaces where the
surveys have been made. It is also concluded that it is beneficial to have
all information in models but that it would not be cost-effective to enter
all information. Space specific information was said to usually be specific
enough and in an expert interview it was stated that it is possible to link
information to the spaces in an IFC-model.
The information that should be managed with models is findings of harm-
ful materials, moisture damages, problems during previous projects, indoor
air problems, and the building condition. One interviewee argued that prob-
lematic areas or renovation needs should not be entered into the model. The
reason for this is that these problems should be fixed and then only the real-
ized changes should be entered into the model. Renovations which have been
done could thus be marked in the spaces but not renovations that should be
done. Areas affected by devices could also be shown in the model.
In the BIM-expert interviews it is pointed out that if the model only
contains links to reports the information is hard to find, read, and update.
Therefore should minimum information requirements be set for the model
space properties. It is also concluded that not all information should be in
the model but rather linked. Important to remember here is that even though
the information is linked the main information should be machine readable.
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In one interview it is said that surveys should not be shown in 3D-models
while 2D-plans are specific enough. In a expert interview it is concluded that
a 3D-model is not significantly more expensive to make than a 2D-plan if the
same space heights can be used at each floor. The benefit of using a 3D-model
is that common problems on multiple floors would be easily noticed.
Disagreements also arise about managing building protection with models
(5). Some say that protected parts and other boundary conditions should be
marked in the model while others say that building protection should not be
shown in the model because it often affects the whole building and not specific
spaces. If space specific boundary conditions and historical information exist
these could be entered into the model space specifically. When a building
history report is done it could also be linked to the spaces or to the building
as well as historical pictures of spaces.
If possible the spaces should include links to space management and main-
tenance systems. In the expert interviews it was stated that the current space
management and maintenance systems at Senate Properties do not yet sup-
port IFC-models and thus this is not currently an option.
The question about architectural inventory models (6) also cause dis-
agreements. In an architect interview it is said that an architectural model
would be beneficial if provided in the right format. An expert agrees that if
an architectural inventory model is created it should be in a format chosen
by the project architect. On the other hand it is pointed out that it would
not be useful if an architectural inventory model would be provided because
spaces usually change. A general space model would still be useful if it would
be provided in the IFC-format.
While a model could be used for visualization of the spaces for a client (7)
it was stated that it would not be effective to create an inventory model for
marketing visualization of the building. For creating a few rendered pictures
of a few chosen spaces it would not be necessary to have a whole technically
detailed model as a basis.
It is commonly stated among the interviewees that models should not be
created in all cases because it depends on what the model is going to be used
for (8), seen in Figure 6.7. The intended model use sets the boundaries for
the model content, the level of detail, and the accuracy of the model.
General thoughts on models (10) are that the information should be eas-
ily accessible and machine readable and the models have to be up-to-date
and in an open file-format. The IFC-format is useful for transferring mod-
els including only geometry and main object properties while more detailed
models should be exchanged in its native format if possible. The model could
also be used as a checklist for initial information.
The model should be seen as an asset which adds value to the building.
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  General comments Creation of model 
Project 
Managers 
8case specific model benefit evaluation, 
9guesses marked, 10information easily 
accessible, 9model as checklist for initial 
information (2) 
11not profitable before 
investment decision, 11model 
useful in conceptual design if 
accuracy guaranteed, 12difficult 
to make measurements if 
building in use 
Construction 
Consultants 
8little model knowledge in the industry, 
8case specific model benefit evaluation, 
8intended model use sets boundaries for 
model content (2), 10models to be up-to-
date, 11inventory model highly beneficial  
11before the start of the project 
for a quick start and clear 
division of responsibilities, 11as 
early as possible 
Architects   11before the design phase starts 
if model accurate(2), 11not 
before the beginning of the 
design phase 
Workplace 
& Facility 
Solutions 
11space model beneficial in the Workplace 
and Facility Solutions process 
 
BIM-Experts 8case specific model need evaluation (2), 
8content and level of detail and accuracy 
depends on planned use (2), model to be 
seen as an asset, 10information in an open 
file-format, 10information machine 
readable (2), 10use IFC to transfer model 
including geometry and main properties, 
13version update every 3 years (2), 13native 
model updated and a new IFC-model 
exported from the native model (2), 
13accuracy and quality control of the 
updates checked through quantity take-
offs from the old and the new model or 
through a comparison between the old and 
the new IFC model, 13does not matter who 
updates as long as the requirements are 
clearly stated in the contract 
9level of accuracy documented 
and marked in the model for a 
clear division of responsibility, 
9quality control and 
documentation of the modeling 
conditions, 9knowledge about 
what is known and what is not 
known, 11not requirement 
models in 3D, 11before the 
design phase for a quicker start, 
12measurements when the 
building is in use, 14if an old 
model exists is the process of 
making an inventory model to 
update and check the old model 
Figure 6.7: General comments on modeling and creation of inventory models
from all interviews.
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The maintenance of the model must therefore be seen as a natural part of
the facilities management.
It is commonly stated that an inventory model is highly beneficial in ren-
ovation projects. A major disagreement concern the time to create the model
(11). It is said that it is not profitable to create a detailed inventory model
before investment decision while the need for a model is still unknown. An-
other reason why a model should not be created before the beginning of the
design phase is said to be that the designers should decide upon the model
requirements together before a model is created. On the contrary should the
model requirements be provided by the facility owner and not by the design-
ers. A model was seen by project managers as useful in conceptual design
if accuracy guaranteed. A space model was also seen to be beneficial in the
Workplace and Facility Solutions process. Both BIM-experts and construc-
tion consultants said that the inventory model should be created as early as
possible and before the start of the project for a quick start and clear division
of responsibilities between the designers and the building owner. Architects
also agreed that the model should be created before the design phase starts
if the accuracy of the model could be guaranteed. Even though initial in-
formation should be managed with models the project requirements should
not be managed with a 3D-model in the early phases of a renovation project
because it would only make the work for the architect more complicated.
One argument for not creating a model earlier is that it would be difficult
to make measurements if the building is in use (12). In an expert interview
it was on the contrary stated that it is not a problem to make measurements
when the building is in use. The problem is only that structures can not be
opened.
6.2.3 Comparison of static information needs and BIM
possibilities
In Figure 6.8 the static information needs and the perceived possible BIM
content are compared. We see that most of the topics are common. In Figure
6.8 the information is grouped in the same way as in the information needs
tables.
Most of the information is common but there are a few differences. Even
though future renovations and surveys are to be known before the renova-
tion this information is not perceived to be good to have in a model. One
reason for this is that modifications should be done before the changes are
made in the model. Another reason could be that modeling renovation needs
could make the information static and thus provide a psychological barrier
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to make the needed changes. Information about problems during previous
renovations can be seen as part of a well documented renovation. That is
also the information about what has been done and not done as well as the
reason for the renovation which is needed static information.
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 Static information BIM content 
Structural 
properties 
1 Dimensions 
2Content 
3 Other 
1story height, 1building envelope, 
1bearing structures, 1structure 
boundary conditions, 1structural 
elements in spaces, 1shaft 
dimensions, 1free space for 
systems, 1holes in structures, 
2materials and harmful 
materials, 2structure content, 
3structure strength 
1critical and bearing structures, 
1shaft dimensions (2), 1light 
structures if spared or if used for 
calculating demolish contract,  
1MEP space reservations, 1ducts 
in bearing structures if known, 
2harmful materials, 3structure 
age 
Space 
properties  
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
5 Renovation 
6 Survey 
1gross and leased area, 2building 
history, 2current and previous 
use, 2space flexibility, 3museum 
boundary conditions, 3protected 
parts, 4moisture problems, 4date 
and scope of occurred leakage, 
4prolematic areas, 4designed air 
quality and sound level, 4current 
quality and safety level 
 
5renovations and 6surveys 
date, actions / findings, reasons, 
done and not done, future ones 
1areas affected by devices, 
2building history, 2link to 
building history report and 
pictures of spaces, 3historical 
boundary conditions, 3protected 
parts, 4moisture damages, 
4harmful materials, 4indoor air 
problems, 4quality level 
 
 
5renovations and 6surveys 
done, problems during previous 
projects, not needs, link to report 
MEP-
systems 
1 Use 
2 Condition 
 
1use of each cable and pipe, 2life 
length of MEP-systems 
 
Figure 6.8: Comparison of mentioned static information needs and BIM pos-
sibilities collected from all interviews.
A remarkable difference is that MEP-systems are not mentioned as im-
portant to have in the inventory models even though information about them
is needed. A reason for this is that creating a model of MEP-systems requires
a lot of effort and the usefulness of the model is unclear if it is not known if
the systems are to be spared or completely removed. It is therefore better
to wait for the start of the project to evaluate if the MEP-systems are to be
modeled or not.
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6.2.4 Secondary data from literature
In the ELVYKOR-project were a few remarks made on inventory models.
These comments can be seen in Figure 6.9.
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Place of Design Observation Recommendations 
Corner points 
and dimensions 
of elevator 
shafts 
Elevator shaft are useful as 
measurement points in cubic tests 
while they continue in an easily 
measurable line throughout the 
building. In addition to this is the free 
space of the shaft important 
information for renovations of the 
elevator. 
Uncertain shafts and 
measurement points 
can be marked with 
space objects in 
which information 
about the uncertainty 
can be stored. 
Location of 
beams in the 
ceiling 
In old in-situ concrete structures all 
beams are not shown in the 
architectural designs. The dimensions 
of the beams shown in the structural 
designs are to be checked at the site if 
important MEP-system routes are 
planned close to the structures. 
The structural 
planner models an 
own structural initial 
model which is 
compared to the 
initial model made by 
the architect. 
Dimensions and 
skewness of 
shafts for MEP 
systems 
Central information at the latest in the 
design development phase especially 
for the shafts which seems to be narrow 
in earlier design. Even though the 
dimensions of the shaft may be 
constant from floor to floor might the 
skewness of the shaft add significant 
extra costs due to extra turns for the 
electrical equipment or HVAC-ducts. 
The accuracy of the 
dimensions can be 
shown through the 
attributes of the 
objects in the initial 
model. 
Inner 
dimensions of 
existing 
technical spaces 
The dimensions have to be known 
exactly so that they can be taken into 
account designing system and 
maintenance routes. 
Maintenance routes 
are modeled as 
reservations as own 
objects. 
Figure 6.9: Information needs found in the ELVYKOR-project (translated
from Valtonen 2013 p. 6).
If we compare these findings to the findings in the ELVYKOR-project we
see that all four topics have been mentioned in the interviews as well. For
locating the beams in the ceiling opening structures is a prerequisite. As
said in the ELVYKOR-report as well as in one interview this is only essential
if MEP-systems are designed close to these objects. Thus, in an inventory
model the exact location of beams can be assumed and the accuracy level
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marked and then later on checked by opening structures for getting the exact
location of an object. The other topics also concern the frame dimensions
and have an effect on the design of MEP-systems.
6.2.5 Conclusion on information in an inventory model
In Figure 6.10 are the useful minimum information requirements of inventory
models shown based on the interviews. While the information can be clearly
divided between structural and space properties two models have been de-
fined based on these properties. The information is thus divided here into
the following two model types: building frame model and space model. The
information in the table is further divided between model content on the left
and comments on the model on the right. Finally there are general comments
which affect both types of models. The information is grouped into the same
groups as in Figure 6.8.
The gross and leased areas have been removed from the space model. The
reason for this is that because a building usually inhabits multiple clients,
the leasing area might be difficult to model for each client separately. If a
space model is made up of only spaces the gross area would also be hard
to model accurately. The building frame model would contain the building
envelope and bearing structures, and thus could the gross area be calculated
from this model instead.
6.3 Validation workshop with BIM experts
A workshop was conducted to validate the findings. The aim was to hear
experts’ comments on the findings and hear alternative solutions to the found
information management problems. The findings were presented for each
research question and the following topics were discussed:
• validation of the useful minimum information,
• value creation through the use of models,
• choice of models and alternative models,
• model definitions,
• making of inventory models, and
• model maintenance.
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 Content of inventory models Comments 
Building 
frame model 
1 Dimensions 
2 Content 
3 Other 
1gross area, 
1critical and bearing structures, 
1building envelope,  
1story height,  
1structure boundary conditions,  
1structural elements in spaces,  
1shaft dimensions,  
1free space for systems,  
1known holes in structures,  
2known materials and harmful 
materials,  
2structure content, 
3structure age, 
3structure strength 
- model used for creating an 
architectural space model for early 
energy simulations 
- used for area and capacity 
calculations 
- exchanged in IFC-format 
- measurements when building in use 
- created from old drawings if old 
drawings exist 
- verification measurements 
- initially no opening of structures  
Space model 
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
5 Renovation 
6 Survey 
1areas affected by devices,  
2building history,  
2current and previous use, 
2space flexibility,  
3museum boundary conditions,  
3protected parts,  
4moisture damages,  
4date and scope of occurred 
leakage,  
4designed air quality and sound 
level,  
4problematic or unknown areas, 
4harmful materials,  
4indoor air problems,  
4current quality and safety level 
 
5renovations and 6surveys  
date, actions / findings, reasons, 
done and not done, problems 
during previous projects 
- space specific information  
- space model without architectural 
details 
- not visualization for marketing 
- potentially same story heights 
- exchanged in IFC-format 
- minimum information requirements 
in the model as space properties 
- detailed information linked 
- created from old drawings if old 
drawings exist  
 
General 
comments 
- case specific model benefit evaluation 
- intended model use sets boundaries for model content 
- information easily accessible, machine readable, in an open file-format 
- models to be up-to-date 
- models created before the Workplace and Facility Solutions process 
- level of accuracy documented and marked in the model for a clear 
division of responsibility 
- quality control and documentation of the modeling conditions 
Figure 6.10: Useful minimum content of an inventory model based on the
interviews.
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It was commented that the third research question should actually be the
first one. The reason to use the model and the benefits of it should be defined
before the information needed for it can be collected. It was concluded that
the information requirements for a renovation project depends on what the
information is going to be used for and what is going to be done in the
project. There are also different information requirements in different phases.
The list of initial information shown in Figure 7.1 in chapter 7.1 is a good
checklist even though each topic should be more specific. The list is at a
highly generic level. The list probably includes information which is not
always needed. Therefore every item on the list should be evaluated to find
the absolute useful minimum. It can be done by asking interviewees for what
purpose the information is needed. A generic useful minimum can probably
not be found but useful minimum information requirements for renovation
projects at Senate Properties would be possible to find.
Information about the parts of the building which are not known was
emphasized by the participants as highly important. Information about what
is not known has to be documented so that additional surveys can be made.
The separation of the building frame model and the space model was seen
as an interesting alternative. Usually the spaces and the structures are in
the same model. The MEP-specialist taking part in the workshop said that
for MEP-design a model only including spaces could be highly beneficial.
It is better to use already defined model names if possible. In the COBIM
part 1 a “spatial model” is defined as including spaces and the structure and
would thus be a combination of these two models. Direct names for the two
models presented are not found in the COBIM series.
The linking of information to the space model was seen as a possibility. In
the space model the gross space and the floor space should also be modeled.
Information regarding the whole building or a specific floor could in this way
be linked to the right spaces.
Models should be created for one phase at a time. If the model can be
used in a later phase it could be used then as well but the model should not
be created for a later phase nor just in case. The model should be created by
the designer who is going to use it and not for future designers. For a model
to be useful it will have to be created using the same software as the designer
is using. Thus, an inventory model can be created when the designer who is
going to use it has joined the project.
Inventory models could be created in several phases. The first could be in
the beginning of the Workplace and Facility Solutions process. The second
phase is in the conceptual design phase and the third phase is in the design
phase.
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The need for a model has to be evaluated case specifically. A model which
would always be useful can not be defined. There are too different needs for
models in different projects and different phases of the projects.
A model can not be updated in the IFC-format while the format is meant
for analyses and model comparison. A model has thus always to be updated
in its native format and then exported as an IFC-model.
The maintenance of models was found to be too big a topic for being
discussed in the workshop. The topic should be researched and processes for
maintaining models should be created.
Chapter 7
Discussion
In this chapter the analysis results are discussed and alternatives evaluated.
Recommendations for Senate Properties are given and topics for further re-
search are proposed.
7.1 The useful minimum initial information
The initial information requirements for a renovation project are listed in
Figure 7.1. These are all information topics that are always needed to be
checked prior to a renovation project.
The information is divided into six groups: structural properties, space
properties, site properties, MEP-systems, renovations and surveys, and ac-
curacy of documents. As can be seen in Figure 7.1, the structural properties
can be grouped into four main topics: (1) structural dimensions, (2) struc-
ture content, (3) structure condition, and (4) other. The dimensions are
needed for knowing the boundary conditions of the spaces. They are further
needed for the MEP-design where both the story height and the shaft size
are relevant. Also existing spaces for MEP-systems including existing holes
in the structures are needed to be known for a renovation project. The load
bearing capacity of the structures is important information for planning the
use of spaces. The strength of structures for security reasons are only needed
for special buildings such as buildings used by the police.
The content of the structures are to be surveyed. Of interest are the
materials used for both bearing and non-bearing parts such as insulation.
Surveys are also needed for finding harmful materials such as asbestos and
cinder stone. Also the condition of the structures are to be surveyed. This
is to be done while water leakages or other accidents may have harmed the
structures and some materials have become old.
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 General initial information needs 
Structural 
properties 
1 Dimensions 
2 Content 
3 Condition 
4 Other 
 
1story height, 1bearing structures, 1building envelope, 1structure 
boundary conditions, 1structural elements in spaces,  1shaft size, 
1free space for systems, 1holes in structures 
 
2materials, 2harmful materials, 2structure content 
 
3general building condition, 3structure condition 
 
4strength of structures 
Space 
properties  
1 Areas 
2 Use 
3 Protection 
4 Condition 
5 User feedback 
1gross and leased area 
 
2utilization rate, 2building history and age, 2current and previous 
use, 2space flexibility 
 
3museum boundary conditions, 3protected parts 
 
4energy use history, 4heat leakage, 4moisture problems, 4date and 
scope of occurred leakage, 4indoor climate, 4air quality, 4draft, 
4radon concentration,  4smell problems, 4sound level, 
4problematic and unknown areas 
 
5workplace satisfaction, 5current quality and safety level 
Site properties soil condition, location of municipal networks 
MEP systems 
1 Use 
2 Condition 
1use of each cable and pipe 
 
2condition, 2life length of MEP-systems 
Renovations  
& Surveys 
date, actions / findings, done and not done, reason, future 
renovations and surveys 
Accuracy of 
documents 
accuracy of documents 
Figure 7.1: Initial information needs in a renovation project.
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The space properties can be organized into five groups: (1) areas, (2)
use, (3) building protection, (4) condition, and (5) user feedback. The gross
area is needed to set the project scope, the budget, and the schedule for the
project. The leased area is needed for evaluating the costs for each client
and thus the total acceptable cost of the project because most buildings are
not single tenant buildings. The building use history is needed because it
can show the technical boundary conditions. These can be the ventilation
capacity restricting the maximum amount of people or the structural load
bearing capacity which can restrict the placing of archives on the floors. The
space flexibility can also be seen from the building history. It sets how much
the client can develop their operations without renovations. The utilization
rate is needed because it can show the need for development of the building
if the rate is lower than required.
Museum boundary conditions are to be evaluated and protected parts are
to be known. The fac¸ades of many buildings are protected and it is important
to clarify if the building is protected before the beginning of a renovation. It
should also be clarified if any internal parts are protected as well.
The condition of the spaces and the indoor climate are to be known
similarly to the structural conditions. This includes the air quality, smell
problems, sound level, and pollutants such as radon. Moisture damages are
to be known because they might have damaged the structures or might be a
reason for smell problems. The energy use history can show energy leakages
which has to be taken into account in the renovation and help target actions.
Also potential problematic areas are to be known so that additional condition
surveys can be made. The clients feedback on the spaces which can involve
the indoor climate and general workplace satisfaction is to be known. It also
involves the current quality and safety level of the spaces. The quality level
can for example involve the indoor climate. Knowledge about the safety level
is not necessary for all users but it might be required by some users.
The site properties includes the condition of the soil and the location of
municipal networks such as sewers and water pipelines. The soil condition
is important to examine before the start of the project. Bad soil conditions
can lead to major extra costs if not known.
The information needed about MEP-systems can be divided into two
groups: (1) system use and (2) system condition. The use of each cable
must be known so that cables not used can be removed and cables in use
can be replaced when needed. If unnecessary cables are left it adds to the
amount of burnable materials which affects the overall building safety. The
condition includes the general system condition, specific information about
devices, and information about the lifetime of the systems. Based on this
information it can be decided which parts, if any, are to be kept and which are
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to be replaced. Only in the case of not replacing all MEP-systems detailed
information about the systems are needed.
Renovations and surveys are combined into one group because the in-
formation needed about each of them is similar. The date of conducted
renovations and surveys are to be known as well as what has been done and
not done. Also the reasons are to be known, e.g. if a wall has been built
for structural reasons or for dividing spaces. Also planned future renovations
and surveys are to be known. Finally knowledge about the accuracy of docu-
ments is to be known. It is a topic covering all other groups. If the accuracy
of existing documents can not be guaranteed the validity of all documents is
questionable.
7.2 Models for managing initial information
For managing the initial information in a renovation project two inventory
models should be created. The first inventory model is a building frame
model including structural information. This inventory model is at the “must
have”-level of the useful minimum principle. The other model is a space
model for managing building information. The space model is at the useful
minimum “should have”-level. Alternative extra models are also briefly dis-
cussed in this section. The alternative models are at the “nice to have”-level
of useful minimum information requirements in a model.
The building frame model and the space model could also be created as
one. This would be a “spatial model” as defined in the COBIM part 1.
A building frame model and a space model would meet many of the
information needs for the Investment Management and the Workplace and
Facility Solutions process described in chapter 3.1. In the process of creating
the models the existing data would be checked and updated. The benefits of
up-to-date data was concluded in chapter 3.1.
7.2.1 Building frame model
A building frame model should be created to manage the information about
structural properties. The building frame model corresponds to the Prelimi-
nary Building Element BIM for the structural designer described in COBIM
part 1 Appendix 1. The model should contain the dimensions of the bearing
and critical structures of the building. This means the locations of beams,
columns, bearing wall, slabs, and potentially also the building envelope. Fig-
ure 7.2 shows a snapshot from a building frame model without the building
envelope. Exact knowledge about these structural properties enables prelim-
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inary MEP-design and gives a good picture of the space flexibility. Especially
the shaft dimensions have to be accurate. Further, the object type and struc-
ture should be defined as precisely as possible. Structural properties such as
load bearing capacity should be inserted into the object properties when
known.
Figure 7.2: Snapshot from a building frame model (Perttu Valtonen / Sweco
PM Oy).
Additional information which is needed for renovation projects could be
added to the model. The existence of encapsulated harmful materials and
object content can be inserted into the object properties. Properties of the
elements such as structure age and element protection can also be added.
The need for this has to be evaluated case specifically. Space reservations for
MEP-systems could also be inserted into the model.
The building frame model should be created in the conceptual design
phase by the structural designer. If the structural designer has not been
attached to the project by then should the model be created as soon as the
designer is chosen. The building frame model can be created from old draw-
ings. By making verification measurements of chosen points in the building
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the accuracy of the model can be guaranteed. These points can be the loca-
tion of columns e.g. at the basement floor. Columns can then be assumed to
continue on top of each other. This assumption can be made to reduce the
effort needed to create the model. In the first stage of creating a frame model
no structures should be opened. This approach will enable taking measure-
ments and modeling when the building is in use. On the other hand this will
make it impossible to measure beams. This means that the locations and
dimensions of beams can not be verified until in a later phase. In the model
it is therefore important to show which parts have been measured and for
which parts the locations have been assumed. If this is done appropriately,
additional measurements can be taken at a later stage if needed for the parts
which have not been measured. The accurate location of objects are needed
for example if MEP-systems are designed close to the object. If it is found
that the existing drawings are inaccurate, the model can be created from a
point cloud based on a laser scan of the building. This has to be evaluated
case specifically.
The accuracy of the building frame model should be improved when more
information is at hand. The level of detail should not exceed the additional
information requirements listed above. The model should in this way only
include the useful minimum information requirements. This model should
be used as a basis for inventory models with a higher level of detail created
later on in the process.
A building frame model would be useful as a source for:
• accurate gross and net areas and story height data of the building,
• information about the structural boundary conditions and space flexi-
bility,
• geometrical and load constraints for space planning, and
• visualization of existing information about the building and unknown
areas.
The model would also work as a reference for:
• fittings of MEP-systems,
• design in all disciplines in a renovation project,
• visualization models in the maintenance phase, and
• comparing buildings corresponding to the clients needs.
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The model would be useful for providing information about space flex-
ibility and structural boundary conditions. The story height or structural
elements in spaces might limit the use of the building. The earlier this infor-
mation is acknowledged the easier it is to find alternative solutions.
If a frame model would exist already before the conceptual design phase
it could be used for creating the architectural space model which is used for
energy simulations. This would enable earlier energy simulations which are
needed for the energy efficiency to have a bigger impact on the design. A
frame model would also enable earlier fittings of MEP-systems. In the design
phase the model would be useful for all design disciplines. All designers need
information about the building structure.
In the process of creating the building frame model the existing building
documents are checked. This gives knowledge about the existence and accu-
racy of the documents. This is one of the initial information requirements
concluded in chapter 7.1.
7.2.2 Space model
A space model is here defined as a model only including spaces. It does not
include building elements or objects within spaces. The space model can be
compared to a 3D requirement model but including the existing spaces. The
model is used for visualization, localization, and management of building in-
formation. The information is inserted into the space properties or linked to
the spaces. The model need not contain exact dimensions of the building be-
cause it should be used only for organizing and managing information. The
model could be created from old drawings and without the need for exact
dimensions are no verification measurements needed. The story height could
also potentially be the same on all floors in the model making the model-
ing process easier. The model should include only spaces without details
and therefore not be used for marketing visualization. Figure 7.3 shows a
snapshot from a space model.
The space model should be created in the beginning of the need evaluation
phase by the architect.The model could be created with any program chosen
by the architect and information should be linked to the exported IFC-model.
The most important information should be stored in the model as space
properties for it to be easily accessible and machine readable. The linked
information could be in the form of reports and drawings. Also the linked
information should rather be machine readable to enable data mining. The
space model content is summarized in Figure 6.10.
The model should contain information about the areas affected by major
devices. In this way the effect of taking one device out of commission could
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Figure 7.3: Snapshot from a space model (Perttu Valtonen / Sweco PM Oy).
be visualized. The use of the building and the space classification should be
entered into the model. The spaces could be divided into offices, technical
spaces, archives etc. When spaces are classified the model can be used to
calculate the total area of specific room types. The gross area and the floor
areas of the building should also be modeled as spaces. In this way infor-
mation could also be attached to the whole building or to a specific floor.
When a history report is made on the building the report could be linked to
the model. This linking could be space specific or floor specific depending
on what has been found in the report. Pictures of old structures or surfaces
could for example be linked space specifically. Similarly boundary conditions
by the National Board of Antiquities and possible protected spaces could be
added to the model. If the safety level of the spaces are known this informa-
tion could also be added to the model.
The space model should include information about the space condition
and harmful materials. This could be information about water leakages,
structural damages, and survey results. Thus, the model should include
the condition of structures in or bordering the spaces. Also designed space
properties could be inserted if known. The information that should be stored
in the model about surveys is similar to the information about renovations.
Important information which should be inserted in the model about these
includes date, scope, reason, and problems occurred. Also comments on what
has been left undone such as left enclosures of harmful materials should be
marked. Reports and drawings included in these should be linked to the
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spaces. In the space properties should the most important space information
be shown and more detailed information linked.
A space model would be useful for:
• managing building information,
• visualizing existing information about the building and needs for sur-
veys,
• visualizing the current use of spaces in the building,
• anticipating potential threats and problematic areas, and
• ensuring that surveys are done prior to the investment decision.
The model would be useful for managing the existing information about
the building. Through the process of collecting the data the existence of
information would also be clarified. In this way the model could provide
information about surveys that has to be made by visualizing which areas
has been or not been surveyed. The model could also provide information
about problematic areas such as possible moisture damages or existence of
harmful materials. Through visualization of the current use of spaces could
the architect easier get started with the design by getting a good overview
of the building. The information would be more easily manageable and the
need for further information gathering would be clear.
The main point of the model is to visualize and manage the existing
information about the building. Areas which have not been surveyed or
spaces including problematic areas can be shown upon request. Also the
leased areas should be shown in the model if possible.
7.2.3 Alternatives
The need for a model has to be evaluated case specifically. The intended
model use sets boundaries for the model content. Thus also other models
could be useful. The following models can be created if needed.
Alternative 1: Modeling of light structures. This model would also
includes the materials used at the structure surface. When measurements
are taken it is important to document if it is the bearing structure or the
actual wall surface that has been measured. This model could be used for
better visualization of the spaces. The file-format is to be chosen by the
project architect to avoid the need for remodeling. If a model is created at
this level and a major renovation is done including partial demolition the
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demolition contract should be calculated based on the model. Otherwise the
model would not be efficiently used. Thus, this model could be created in
the beginning of the renovation project when the use for a model is known
and the architect has been chosen.
Alternative 2: Modeling of MEP-systems. This would be useful if the
MEP-systems are not removed in a coming renovation. The model could
be created based on existing MEP-design documents. For the model to be
accurate verification measurements should be made. This requires opening
of structures, especially the ceilings, which can hardly be done when the
building is in use. Thus, this model should only be created when it is clear
that the MEP-systems are not completely renewed and the building is not
in use. A MEP-model could also be created for operations if the need for it
is concluded. If this is done separately from renovations and structures are
not opened, the model can only be as accurate as the existing drawings. A
report on creating this kind of a model was written for Senate Properties in
2006 (Hyytinen 2006).
Alternative 3: Modeling of space details. Modeling details of spaces
such as windows, doors, and terminal devices can be done as well. This
high level of detail model would be useful when evaluating the need for a
renovation, for getting to know the building, for building maintenance, and
for smaller renovations. It would also be useful for marketing visualization.
It would on the other hand not be useful in the design phase of a major
renovation project because most of the details would be changed. If this
kind of model would exist in the form of an as-built model and maintained
during the building maintenance phase it could also be used as an inventory
model. In most cases creating this kind of inventory model would not be
worth the effort compared to the added value. The need for a high level of
detail model has to be proven case specifically and the model should thus
only be created when it is clear what is going to be done in the renovation.
Alternative 4: Linking information to current 2D-plans. If a space
model is not created could the information instead be linked to spaces in
2D-plans. The need for a space model has to be evaluated case and phase
specifically. What is lost by having 2D-plans instead of a 3D-model is the
visualization of the building as a whole. By using plans each floor has to be
examined separately and can not be viewed at once.
7.2.4 Use of the models in knotworking
The early existence of models would also be a good basis for knotworking
in the initial phases of renovation projects. Knotworking is when a group of
people with knowledge about different disciplines come together to solve a
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common problem. This can be used in construction and renovation projects
when designers of different disciplines work together to design difficult parts
and to find the overall best solution for the project. It can be compared to
the “Big room” idea. BIM is a tool to be used in knotworking.
Knotworking could be used for:
• managing objectives,
• understanding the project implementation,
• supporting the decision making process, and
• improving the quality and the efficiency of processes.
Knotworking enables close collaboration between experts of different dis-
ciplines. The target is to work together instead of only having meetings and
then working separately. Also the understanding of the customer’s need is
improved. (Kerosuo, Ma¨ki, and Korpela 2013.)
7.3 Model creation
This section discusses the methods and phases of creating inventory models.
7.3.1 Phases
Figure 7.4 shows when inventory models should be created. There are three
phases in the process of creating and developing inventory models as de-
scribed below. The reason for creating models in phases is that the earlier
information is provided the better. The problem is that information is needed
before the accuracy of the information can be guaranteed. It is thus impor-
tant to be able to cope with incomplete information and models not including
all information that will be needed at a later stage. Models should there-
fore be marked in places which are inaccurate or where the information is
incomplete so that the information can later on be updated.
The need for a model should be evaluated in every phase. If a need is
not found a model should not be created in that phase. Models should not
be created for the later phases because the usefulness of the model can not
be defined beforehand. If the same designer is not in the next phase the
created model might even be useless if the next designer does not use the
same software. Thus, models should be created to fill the needs of the current
phase and the current designers.
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Figure 7.4: Phases when inventory models should be created.
The first phase of creating inventory models is in the beginning of the need
evaluation phase. This is when the space model should be created based on
existing drawings. In the interviews it was concluded that inventory models
should be created before the design phase starts. It was also concluded that
models could be useful in the Workplace and Facility Solutions process. The
reasons for creating the model was concluded in chapter 7.2.2. The reasons for
creating the model before instead of after the need evaluation phase depends
on the use of the model in that phase. The main benefit is that the earlier
information is available the easier it is to take action.
The second phase of inventory models is in the conceptual design phase.
In this phase the building frame model should be created if it is concluded
that there is a need for a model. The space model is complemented with
the results of the surveys done in the need evaluation and conceptual design
phase. This is important for having all information at the same place. If the
model does not contain all relevant information it can not be relied upon and
the benefits of the model are lost.
The third phase of creating inventory models is in the beginning of the
design phase when the designers have been chosen. Based on the planned
uses of the inventory model one of the alternative models described in chapter
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7.2.3 can be created in this phase, if it is found beneficial for the project. If
models are created the building frame model should be used as a reference.
This should be done by the project designers who should chose the file-format
for the inventory model. When the building is empty and structures can be
opened additional measurements should be taken in places that are marked as
inaccurate in the inventory model if seen as important. The accuracy of the
initial building frame model is improved keeping in mind that it should only
contain the useful minimum information. The space model is not updated
at this phase if the spaces have changed. The relevant information which
should be saved should instead be linked to the new space model.
7.3.2 Methods
The models should be created in such a way that everything modeled should
be useful and that nothing should be remodeled. The model description
document could be used as a documentation of the process of checking the
existence of information. The document could in this way summarize which
documents have been found and what information is not found e.g. drawings
of some parts of the building. Alternatively, a separate information checklist
could be written simultaneously which could contain this information. Also
surveys that have to be made could be listed in the document. A building
history report could be made simultaneously and linked to the space model.
In the model description document the level of accuracy and made as-
sumptions should be well documented. It should be clear which parts are
measured and which dimensions are taken directly from existing drawings.
The level of accuracy of the model and the assumptions made should also be
marked in the model. The modeling requirements should be provided by the
building owner and the quality of the inventory model should be controlled.
Quality control of the models and the documentation of the modeling condi-
tions is highly important if the models are to be created at an early stage. If
the quality and accuracy of the models can not be assured the existence of the
models is not justified. By showing what information is accurate and what
is not accurate in the model is the responsibility clearly divided between the
stakeholders.
The accuracy could be marked in the model using levels with different
colors. For example, green could mean that the objects location has been
measured, yellow that the location has been taken from drawings, and red
that the exact location has been assumed. The assumptions can be based
on drawings of other parts of the building, knowledge about building of that
type, or measurements of elements related to the marked object.
The verification measurements could be done using laser scanning but
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other methods are also possible. The required level of accuracy and the
number of points to be measured has to be clearly defined in the contract.
This clarifies the accuracy of the needed measurements and gives equal pos-
sibilities to the companies taking part in the tendering.
7.4 Model maintenance
It is highly important that models are kept up-to-date. If the information in
the model can not be relied upon, the existence of the model is not justified.
This section discusses the possibilities to maintain models.
Models should be stored in the IFC-format. It is important to use an
open data format to avoid vendor locking. The information has to be easily
accessible and machine readable.
7.4.1 Model update
The need for updating a model should be evaluated every three years (Jokela,
Laine, and Ha¨nninen 2012, p.17). The model should be update in its native
format from which a new IFC-model should be exported. If no changes
have been made to the building the model should still be updated to newer
versions in periodical updates to avoid compatibility issues when the model
is finally used. If smaller changes have been made to the building, such
as smaller renovations, the model might not have been used in the project.
These changes should be included in the model in this periodical update.
When major renovation projects take place should the inventory models be
used and updated.
The accuracy and the quality control of the updated models have to be
checked. This can be done through a comparison of quantity take-offs from
the old and the new native model. The quality can also be controlled through
a comparison of the old and the new ICF-model.
The less content in a model the easier to assure that no information is
lost in the update. Thus, the building frame model and the space model
should not include more information than the useful minimum. This content
is described in chapter 7.2.
The model maintenance can be outsourced to a firm having the neces-
sary software. The requirements have to be clearly stated in the contract.
This includes; content to be updated, frequency of updates, quality control,
responsibilities, and copyrights.
The maintenance of models should be seen as a part of the building
maintenance. Thus, the cost of the model updates should be included in the
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facility maintenance budget.
If an old model exists and has not been kept up-to-date, the process of
making an inventory model is to update and check the old model.
7.5 Recommendations for Senate Properties
In this section the recommendations for Senate Properties are presented.
The findings presented above are here applied to the processes at Senate
Properties.
7.5.1 Initial information requirements
The useful minimum initial information requirements concluded in this thesis
are to be acknowledged at Senate Properties. A framework should be created
as a checklist for managing the information in renovation projects. In this
way the results are to be implemented. The framework is to be developed
and improved through the use of it in renovation projects.
7.5.2 Use of BIMs
A building frame model should be created in the conceptual design phase
instead of the design phase. The need for a model should be evaluated case
specifically.
Space models should be created to manage the building information. The
need for a model should be evaluated case specifically. The content and the
uses have to be clarified in the process. Also the leased areas should be
visualized in the model when Optimaze enables support for IFC-models.
Until then the client information, such as leasing areas and contracts, should
be kept separately from this model. The data collected from surveys and
renovations should be saved in Granlund Manager as it is done today. When
the inventory models are updated should the needed information be inserted
into the models from Granlund Manager. If it is concluded that there is
no need for a space model in the Workplace and Facility Solutions phase
the information can be managed in alternative ways using Optimaze and
Granlund Manager. Information can be linked to 2D-plans as described in
chapter 7.2.3. This is currently done partly because information about the
client and their leasing contracts are linked to the spaces. Alternatively, the
plans could be exported to Granlund Manager and the information linked
to the 2D-plans in that system instead. These alternatives could be used
before Optimaze and Granlund Manager supports IFC-models. The most
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important thing is that the information needs in each phase are evaluated
and the existence of information is checked.
The models would provide more accurate information throughout the
processes. They should thus be seen as a support tool for making good
investment decisions.
7.5.3 Model creation
Requirements have to be set for inventory models. This includes how models
should be ordered and what the models should include. The table listing
model creation requirements which is as an appendix to COBIM part 2 should
be developed to better suit the needs at Senate Properties.
The modeling requirements should at least include:
• level of detail
• amount of points to be measured
• exact content of models
• responsibilities
• quality control
• copyright of models
A template for the model description document should be created to
fit the needs at Senate Properties. This could be used as a checklist for
controlling the existence of documents. A checklist could also be created
separately.
The responsibilities when creating a model have to be clarified in the
contract. This includes who is responsible for the accuracy of the model if it
is used in a future renovation project. This issue is solved by marking levels
of accuracy in the model. Quality control is of great importance and has to
be clearly defined in the contract as well.
The reason for creating a model before the project can be that uses for
the model can be found in the maintenance phase. If a model is created
already during the maintenance phase a cost structure should be developed.
One alternative is that the first inventory models are created as a part of
the building maintenance. In this case should the ordering of models be at
the facility manager’s responsibility. Another alternative is that the creation
of the first inventory models are done as a special project where models are
ordered for several buildings at a time. In this case could the responsibility of
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ordering the models be that of the project manager. The second alternative
would be beneficial for the tendering process because it would be a larger
number of models ordered at once. There are several possible solutions for
the cost structure including:
1. the cost is seen as a part of the maintenance cost,
2. models for several buildings are created as a project which is financed
as a whole separately from the buildings,
3. the costs for the model are covered by a loan from a future renovation.
These solutions and other possible solutions should be evaluated and a
cost structure should be decided upon.
A BIM-template could also be created as a basis for modeling according
to the existing concepts. This would simplify the modeling process for the
architect. The template has to be created in the major BIM-softwares used
by architects in Finland, i.e. ArchiCad and Autodesk Revit.
7.5.4 Model maintenance
The maintenance of models has to be researched. It has to be clarified what
needs to be maintained and at what frequency. Further, it should be decided
whether the models should be in a specific file-format or not.
The model should be seen as an asset which adds value to the building.
The value comes from having accurate information for renovation projects
and leasing which lowers the risk for clients and contractors and thus the
required risk-premium. The maintenance of models should therefore be seen
as a natural part of the building maintenance. Thus, the costs of the model
maintenance should be included in the facility maintenance budget.
7.5.5 Information management
The findings in this thesis are applicable to information management in gen-
eral as well as managing initial information. Knowledge about the accuracy
of existing documents and general quality control is always important.
Information systems have to be user friendly if they are to be used. At
Senate Properties the information is currently not saved according to stan-
dards and principles which is partly due to the complexity of the systems.
The information management has to be managed and controlled. Documents
are currently often either not up-to-date or not existing in some information
systems. Projects have to be documented according to Senate Properties’
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principles if the information is to be managed. The information systems can
not be used correctly if information is not provided and documents are not
up-to-date. Thus, these are prerequisites for managing any building infor-
mation.
7.5.6 Long term vision
In the long term the building information should be managed throughout
the building life cycle without information loss between phases. This could
be done through model based information systems with machine readable
information. This would included total building life cycle information man-
agement with linking between systems. In the beginning of a renovation
project all needed initial information would be easily taken from up-to-date
maintenance models. This requires that models are used in facilities man-
agement.
7.6 A new business model
Model maintenance could become a possible new business model. According
to COBIM part 12 owners should maintain their building model. Models
should be maintained in their native formats requiring licenses for many
BIM-software. For a facility owner managing many buildings it would be
difficult to keep the models up to date. The facility owner could either create
an in-house department providing this service for the individual buildings
or the model maintenance could be outsourced. Currently there are not
many companies in the Finnish markets providing this service. A company
specializing in model maintenance could thus find a demand for this service
on the market.
7.7 Limitations of research and methodology
problems
The thesis is based on a sample of interviewees and projects. Therefore these
findings may not be the absolute useful minimum, rather a first definition of
the useful minimum initial information requirements for renovation projects.
A bigger sample would enable a more precise definition of the useful mini-
mum information requirements. The list shown in chapter 7.1 does not only
include the useful minimum information as concluded in the workshop. Part
of the information is not always needed, but it has to be checked prior to
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a renovation project. The list of information should be evaluated further
e.g. through surveys or by asking interviewees why the information is im-
portant and if it is absolutely needed. The problem is that no one wants to
go through with a construction project where only the perceived useful mini-
mum information is available because it might not be enough. It is generally
concluded that the more information the better. The results of this thesis
should be critically evaluated and used as a basis for further research. After
these results have been compared with many more cases and used as a check-
list in other projects more precise useful minimum information requirements
can be concluded.
Problems occur in research due to the chosen methodology. In this re-
search semi-structured interviews were conducted with a limited amount of
interviewees. Person biases are to be taken into account because people think
differently and mention different things. It is commonly known that there
are cultural barriers toward adopting new technology. Thus, interviewees
might have given answers which would reduce the seen benefits of BIM. In
the interviews the same questions were not asked of all interviewees because
their tasks differ. Some questions were not asked in all interviews because
some information was already collected. Questions were neither re-asked in
the same way in all interviews and the lengths of the interviews differed.
Therefore are the interviews not completely comparable. The total amount
of interview material is still a valid basis for the research and biases are partly
removed in the analysis.
The interviewees were asked what information is needed in the project and
not in a specific phase. By asking phase specific questions the information
could have been better compared between phases and space specific useful
minimum information requirements could have been concluded. Similarly,
the benefits of models in each phase could be elaborated.
Because the research was done for Senate Properties, which is a facility
owner, interviews were a good research method. If the thesis would have been
written for a construction consulting company the research could instead have
been done by testing the possibilities in a real renovation project. This would
have provided a more technical view on the topic.
In this research the information needs were first gathered and evaluated.
Then the possibility to use BIMs for managing information was evaluated
and the benefits of the models were discussed. The results of this approach
are possible ways of using BIMs, without evaluating if BIMs are the best
way to manage the information. The research could instead have started
from the phase specific needs and the benefits of using BIMs, continued with
studying BIM alternatives, and ended with the information requirements for
the specific models. This approach would provide a reason for using BIMs
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instead of alternative solutions.
The research could have been divided into two research topics: (1) ini-
tial information needs and (2) benefits of using BIMs in the early phases
of renovation projects. The first topic could have been researched in the
same way as this research was conducted. The second topic could have been
researched starting with benefits of BIMs and ended with information re-
quirements. The second topic is more technical and could have been studied
through practical cases or interviews with BIM experts.
7.8 Further research
Based on this research additional research can be conducted. The useful
minimum information requirements of as-built models should be researched.
In the long run an as-built model should be an as-maintained model which
would be an up-to-date inventory model. The information needs of an inven-
tory model is concluded in this thesis. Thus, future research should focus on
what information is needed in facilities management. This includes who pro-
vides and is responsible for the information in the as-built model, and in what
phase of the construction project the data should be collected. The useful
minimum content of as-built models is also needed for model maintenance.
Model maintenance is only partly studied in this thesis. Further research
is needed for creating processes for model maintenance.
Another research topic would be the linking of information between in-
formation management systems for facilities management. In this thesis it is
concluded that IFC-models can not currently be used for managing informa-
tion in the facilities management systems at Senate Properties. For having
accurate and up-to-date information the information management systems
need to be compatible and integrated.
The direct use of models in condition surveys should be researched. In
this thesis it is concluded that survey results are to be entered into a space
model and the report linked to the space. How the models can be beneficial
in the surveys and how the findings can be better shown in the model are
potential subtopics for future research.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The aim of this thesis is to assess the useful minimum information required
for utilizing building information models in the early stages of major building
renovation projects. The main conclusion is that information has to exist, be
up-to-date, be accurate, and the quality of the information has to be assured.
For this to be possible the information management processes need to be
managed and controlled. Five research questions presented in the beginning
of the thesis are answered in chapter 7 and concluded here.
The first research question regards the information requirements in the
early phases of renovation projects. It is concluded that the initial informa-
tion requirements can be divided into the six groups; (1) structural prop-
erties, (2) space properties, (3) site properties, (4) MEP-systems, (5) reno-
vations and surveys, and (6) accuracy of documents. For finding the useful
minimum information requirements should the list presented in chapter 7.1
be further evaluated through interviews or questionnaires.
The other question is how this information can be managed with BIMs.
It is found that there is a need for two inventory models. One building frame
model should be created in the conceptual design phase to provide exact
dimensions of the building structure. The frame model should be created by
the structural designer. A space model could be created in the beginning of
the need evaluation phase to manage building information which should be
inserted into the space properties or linked to the spaces. If a space model
is not created the information can be managed using 2D-plans even though
this alternative would miss the benefits of seeing several floors at a time. The
models should be created for one specific phase and if possible also be used
in following phases. The most important thing is that the information needs
in the phase are evaluated and the existence of information is checked.
Research question number three is how value is added to the organization
through the use of these models. The following benefits are concluded: (1)
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better control and management of existing building information, (2) more
accurate and up-to-date information, (3) provide a quicker start to renovation
projects, and (4) enable early energy simulations for a greater impact on
design solutions.
The fourth question regards when and how inventory models should be
created. The earlier decisions can be made the bigger impact they have on
the outcome of the project and the cheaper they are to implement. Models
are easier to understand than drawings which reduces misunderstandings in
projects. Thus, models should be created and used as early as possible. This
also means that models can not contain all information at an early stage. It
is important to be able to cope with incomplete information which will be
specified in a later stage.
When the needs for models have been clarified in the beginning of a reno-
vation project models should be created. In the second and third phase new
inventory models should be created to meet the needs in those phases. The
need for a model should be evaluated in every phase. If a need is not found a
model should not be created in that phase. Models should be created in such
a way that nothing is modeled twice and nothing unnecessary is modeled.
The most important thing when creating models is that assumptions and
levels of accuracy are well documented in the model description document
and marked in the model. In this way the responsibility of the information
accuracy can be divided between the stakeholders.
The last research question is how building information models should be
maintained. In the thesis it is concluded that the need for updating models
should be evaluated every three years. The maintenance of models should
be seen as a natural part of the building maintenance and the costs are
to be included in the facility maintenance budget. The information to be
maintained in the models is concluded in this thesis. If an as-built model
exists, the information is to be updated depending on the uses for the model
which are to be evaluated. This topic needs further research.
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Appendix A
List of interviewees
Alatalo, Kari. Development Manager, Senate Properties. Helsinki. Interview
29.11.2013
Fabritius, Kasper. Head of Workplace and Facility Solutions, Senate
Properties. Helsinki. Interview 11.12.2013
Forsman, Sakari. Architect, Arkkitehtitoimisto Sarc Oy. Helsinki. Inter-
view 22.11.2013
Gyllenberg, Toni. Consultant, Rapal Oy. Helsinki. Group interview
24.1.2014
Halmetoja, Esa. Development Manager, Senate Properties. Helsinki.
Interview 18.12.2013
Hietanen, Jiri. BIM expert, Datacubist Oy . Helsinki. Interview 14.1.2014
Hirvonen, Petri. Senior Consultant, Rapal Oy. Helsinki. Group interview
24.1.2014
Iloma¨ki, Harri. Project manager, A-Insino¨o¨rit Rakennuttaminen Oy.
Helsinki. Interview 5.11.2013
Ja¨rvinen, Tero. BIM Manager, Granlund Oy. Helsinki. Interview 22.1.2014
Ketola, Janne. Project manager, Sweco PM Oy. Helsinki. Interview
12.11.2013
Kuusisto, Jorma. Project manager, ISS Proko Oy. Helsinki. Group
interview 5.11.2013
Laine, Joni-Marko. Product Manager, Senate Properties. Helsinki. Group
interview 24.1.2014
Lukander, Minna. Architect, Arkkitehtuuri- ja muotoilutoimisto Talli Oy.
Helsinki. Interview 3.12.2013
Malm, Teppo. Expert in Building Services Engineering, Senate Proper-
ties. Helsinki. Interview 1.11.2013
Niskakangas, Tomi. HTH specialist, Senate Properties. Helsinki. Group
interview 24.1.2014
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Nybonn, Sonja. Adviser, Workplace and Facility Solutions, Senate Prop-
erties. Helsinki. Interview 23.10.2013
Pesonen, Juha. Project manager, ISS Proko Oy. Helsinki. Group inter-
view 5.11.2013
Rajala, Marko. CEO, Tietoa Finland Oy. Helsinki. Interview 13.11.2013
Ristolainen, Kari. Project manager, Parviainen Arkkitehdit Oy. Helsinki.
Interview 11.11.2013
Ryyna¨nen, Tiina. Senior Consultant, Rapal Oy. Helsinki. Group inter-
view 24.1.2014
Saarinen, Aimo. Adviser, Workplace and Facility Solutions, Senate Prop-
erties. Helsinki. Interview 18.12.2013
Sela¨nne, Sinikka. Chief Adviser, Senate Properties. Helsinki. Interview
18.12.2013
Toppinen, Asko. Construction project manager, Senate Properties. Helsinki.
Interview 29.10.2013
Turunen, Pekka. Construction project manager, Senate Properties. Helsinki.
Interview 1.11.2013
Valtonen, Perttu. BIM expert, Sweco PM Oy. Helsinki. Interview
15.1.2014
O¨lander, Erkki. Architect, Arkkitehtitoimisto Sarc Oy. Helsinki. Inter-
view 20.11.2013
Appendix B
Interview questions
Questions to project managers, construction consultants, and project archi-
tects
1. Which initial information about the building is needed in the beginning
of a renovation project?
2. Were all the needed information available in this case?
3. Where did you get the information from?
4. Do you think BIM could be used to manage this information?
5. How do you think the project went as a whole?
6. Were there any surprises during the project?
7. Which problems occurred during the project?
8. Was there anything that should have been done in an earlier phase?
9. Was the information explicit enough?
10. How and by whom was BIM used in the project?
11. What were the benefits of BIM?
12. Where do you think the use of BIM was a waste of time, and why?
13. When should an inventory model be created?
14. What information should be in the inventory model?
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Questions to the Workplace and facility solutions team
1. What information about the building is needed in the Workplace and
Facility Solutions process?
2. Is the needed information usually available?
3. From where is the information taken?
4. Is the information explicit enough?
5. How do you thing BIM could be used to manage a part of this infor-
mation?
6. Do you think BIM could be used to improve the client’s experience?
7. What information about the building is important to the clients?
Questions to BIM-experts and information management-experts
1. When and how should inventory models be created?
2. What information should be in the inventory model?
3. Linking of information to models?
4. How should models be maintained?
5. Model formats and modeling responsibilities?
Appendix C
Validation workshop
List of persons attending the workshop:
• Jiri Hietanen (Datacubist Oy)
• Perttu Valtonen (Sweco PM Oy)
• Tero Ja¨rvinen (Granlund Oy)
• Marko Rajala (Tietoa Finland Oy)
• Auli Karjalainen (Senate Properties)
• Juho Malmi (Senate Properties)
• Kari Alatalo (Senate Properties)
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